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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Alanna Clohesy) took the chair at 2.00 pm, read prayers and acknowledged country. 

PARLIAMENTARY RESEARCH PROGRAM 
Statement by President 

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Alanna Clohesy) [2.01 pm]: Members, the Parliamentary Education Office is running 
the very successful parliamentary research program again this year. The program produces consistently high 
results, with university interest increasing each year. Members have the opportunity to submit a topic for research 
or to select a topic submitted by universities. Students are third year or above and are drawn from all disciplines. 
The research project runs during the second university semester; however, members need to register their interest 
to the Parliamentary Education Office by the end of March. An email will be sent tomorrow with guidelines and 
further information on the benefits of the program. Please consider supporting this worthwhile project. 

PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES 
Membership Change — Statement by President 

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Alanna Clohesy) [2.02 pm]: Members, I have a message. It states — 
The Legislative Assembly acquaints the Legislative Council that it has agreed to the following resolutions — 

(1) That — 
(a) the member for Mirrabooka, the member for Victoria Park and the member for 

Cottesloe be discharged from the Public Accounts Committee and the member 
for Geraldton, the member for Bateman and the member for Vasse be appointed 
in their places; and 

(b) as the membership of the Joint Standing Committee on Audit consists in part 
of the members of the Legislative Assembly Public Accounts Committee, the 
Legislative Council be acquainted accordingly. 

(2) That the member for Moore be discharged from the Joint Standing Committee on the 
Corruption and Crime Commission and the member for Central Wheatbelt be appointed 
in his place, and that the Legislative Council be acquainted accordingly. 

(3) That the member for Nedlands be discharged from the Joint Standing Committee on 
Delegated Legislation and the member for Carine be appointed in her place, and that 
the Legislative Council be acquainted accordingly. 

It is signed by Lisa Munday, MLA, Acting Speaker. 

RETIREES WA — CONSUMER PROTECTION DIVISION INVESTIGATION 
Statement by Minister for Commerce 

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan — Minister for Commerce) [2.04 pm]: I rise to advise the house 
of the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety’s Consumer Protection division’s investigation into 
the financial governance and management of Retirees WA that commenced in mid-2021. Media reports of the 
investigation may have raised concerns for Retirees WA retirement village residents about the security of their 
living arrangements, and we understand many may be feeling anxious about what is happening. 
Retirees WA is an incorporated association that owns and operates five retirement villages in Bunbury, Canning Vale, 
Duncraig, Geraldton and Wilson. It also operates 13 villages jointly with the housing division of the Department 
of Communities in Balcatta, Balga, Bentley, Busselton, Innaloo, Mandurah, O’Connor, Rivervale and Warnbro. 
Retirees WA offers a range of services to its members, including financial and resident advocacy advice, social 
club functions and prepaid funeral funds. Consumer Protection has assured me that Retirees WA residents’ living 
arrangements are secure, their contracts are safe and day-to-day life will not be affected by its investigation. 
Along with the contracts that are in place, there are laws to protect the rights and interests of retirement village 
residents. Residents in Retirees WA villages should be confident that they can continue to live in their homes and 
should continue to honour the commitments of their contracts by paying their fees and complying with the rules 
of each village. 
At this stage, it will be business as usual, with Retirees WA expected to continue to operate the 18 retirement 
villages and conduct its business operations. Residents should be assured that their living arrangements are not 
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dependent on, or affected by, which operator is in charge of their village, as their contracts are binding on any 
operator of that village. Senior officers of Consumer Protection will hold forums at each retirement village in the 
coming weeks to answer questions from residents and address any concerns they may have. 

NATIONAL VOLUNTEER WEEK GRANTS 
Statement by Minister for Volunteering 

HON STEPHEN DAWSON (Mining and Pastoral — Minister for Volunteering) [2.06 pm]: Western Australia 
has one of the strongest volunteering cultures in Australia. Each year approximately 80 per cent of people aged 
15 years and over give their time for the benefit of the community. The McGowan government is truly thankful for 
our amazing and committed volunteers who are actively engaged in so many different programs and activities that 
support others. To celebrate our incredible volunteers, I recently announced the opening of the National Volunteer 
Week grants, and I encourage all volunteer organisations to apply for a grant. National Volunteer Week runs from 
Monday, 15 May to Sunday, 21 May 2023, and these grants will fund events and activities that celebrate volunteers 
during National Volunteer Week. Grants of up to $1 000 will allow communities to show their appreciation for our 
hardworking volunteers, highlight and showcase the diversity of volunteers in WA, and inspire others to get involved. 
Last year, more than 176 WA volunteer organisations received a grant, with 213 events held across WA recognising 
more than 12 231 volunteers. Organisations can apply for grants online at www.volunteeringwa.org.au/grants. 
Applications for grants are open until 5.00 pm on Sunday, 5 March, and I encourage honourable members to share 
this with their communities. 

PAPERS TABLED 
Papers were tabled and ordered to lie upon the table of the house. 

BILLS 
Notice of Motion to Introduce 

1. Nickel (Agnew) Agreement Amendment Bill 2023. 
Notice of motion given by Hon Stephen Dawson (Minister for Emergency Services). 
2. Guardianship and Administration Amendment (Medical Research) Bill 2023. 
Notice of motion given by Hon Matthew Swinbourn (Parliamentary Secretary). 

METRONET PROJECTS 
Notice of Motion 

Hon Tjorn Sibma gave notice that at the next sitting of the house he would move — 
That this house — 

(a) notes the extraordinary 300 per cent growth in capital expenditure allocated to the now 
$10 billion Metronet program in a heated construction market; 

(b) calls upon the McGowan government to accept responsibility for Metronet’s litany of 
project delays and missed time lines; 

(c) criticises the McGowan government’s determination to prioritise expenditure on 
Metronet above other key community metropolitan and regional infrastructure needs; and 

(d) admonishes the McGowan government for its reluctance to openly admit the budgetary 
pressure Metronet’s operating costs will place on future governments and their capacity 
to meet the needs of the Western Australian community. 

SWAN AND CANNING RIVERS MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT BILL 2022 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 29 November 2022. 
HON NEIL THOMSON (Mining and Pastoral) [2.10 pm]: I rise on behalf of the opposition as the lead speaker 
on this bill. In doing so, I indicate that the opposition will support this bill. I think a number of questions will be 
brought forward as we proceed through the second reading stage and during Committee of the Whole. I expect 
this bill will go to committee because of some of its technical detail. It will be worthwhile doing that, given the 
Swan and Canning Rivers represent such an important community asset and it is vital there is some discussion of 
the long-term implications. 
If I may, I am sure I have the support of all members in this place to take a moment to reflect on the passing of 
Stella Berry, who, sadly, was mauled by a shark in early February. I pass on my condolences to the family and 
friends and all those affected. It must have been a tragic and terrible situation to confront. It highlights the nature 
of the rivers as a blessing and a wonderful asset, but also a sad curse for that family. 
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The Swan and Canning Rivers are a partly untamed asset. Of course, the Derbarl Yerrigan is important and 
significant to our First Nations people. Anyone who has lived in Perth for some time in their life will know how 
important those rivers are to the Western Australian community. Protections have been put in place over many 
years as the City of Perth has developed around the rivers so that that wonderful asset—that wonderful gem—
is available for all inhabitants of Perth to partake of in many ways. Certainly, my family and I are no exception 
to that. 
With the beauty and partly untamed nature of that natural asset in mind, we come to this place to consider the 
legislation that governs and controls activities on the river and its surrounds—that is, the planning control area 
outlined in the bill. Over the years, I am sure the legislation has been the subject of some frustration for many 
a minister who has wanted to proceed with certain activities and experienced either community pushback or concern 
and had to maybe go through several hoops to get approval from either the Swan River Trust, when it operated in 
its full statutory way, or from the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions now, no doubt still 
with advice from the trust. The Western Australian Planning Commission also has a critical role in setting up the 
overall parameters for what parts of the river are governed under those regimes. 
I want to take a few moments to reflect on the importance of the rivers. A number of members in the other place 
got to their feet to speak on this bill. I had a look at Hansard and saw that many people reflected on the importance 
of the community groups that are involved in the management of the wetlands. There is a long history of people trying 
to rehabilitate certain parts of the wetlands along the river. In my former life, I worked in the Department of Planning, 
Lands and Heritage. I was a senior officer responsible for operational matters relating to the Western Australian 
Planning Commission, and I know that the Planning Commission played a key role in the management of land 
along the riverbanks. Under the Barnett government, work was done to mitigate and reduce the inflow of nutrients 
from the Swan Valley. That work is ongoing. It has occurred under both governments so there is a fairly bipartisan 
approach to protecting the river and ensuring that its health improves over time. 
In times gone by, parts of the river were used as a dumping ground. That came to the fore when the old gasworks 
site in East Perth was rehabilitated. There are other sites along the river, such as the Belmont foreshore, where 
large amounts of toxic material were placed in the river. Of course, the beautiful area where Optus Stadium sits 
was also a dumping area. We hope we live in more enlightened times. Over the years, important work has been done 
to enhance the water quality and the environment, and reduce some of the challenges with erosion on the riverbanks, 
for example. I am sure there is a lot more work to be done. I know many would desire to see the reinstatement of 
more of the vital wetlands, which could project out into the river to enable fish nurseries and other important 
elements of the river. 
It is a precious gem. I reflect on when my own family was growing up. We would go down and have picnics by 
the river. I am sure we could all share those stories. In my better days, when I was an avid swimmer, I would 
be part of the Barrack to Bank four-kilometre swim from where Elizabeth Quay is located to the University of 
Western Australia. The rivers certainly are a playground. There would be thousands of stories—countless stories—
about why this river system is so important from ancient to modern times. Countless numbers of people passionately 
care about and feel responsible for the rivers. It makes our city something special. It presents us internationally in 
a way that is unique. That unique design is borne out in the Elizabeth Quay precinct development, which ensured 
that our city was reconnected with the Swan River. We are very blessed to have this wonderful asset in our midst. 
It is an asset that can be enjoyed by people in the metropolitan area and, no doubt, by people from the regions 
when they come down to Perth, like I do these days when I am in Parliament. We have a small apartment in the 
CBD that we utilise when we are down here on parliamentary days, and my best method of decompressing is to walk 
down to Elizabeth Quay and wander along the foreshore. That is something that I enjoy doing. I am sure that we 
can all catch the spirit of the Swan River. That is why we believe it is important. 
This bill is part of the Streamline WA process. I believe former Treasurer Hon Ben Wyatt was a keen proponent 
of Streamline WA, which was set up to encourage new investment in Western Australia. I think it is important 
that we reflect on that for a moment. As I said, the opposition supports the bill, but it is important that in going 
forward in the Streamline WA environment that is being established, the government uses its powers in a way that 
is going to be for the benefit of both the river and our community. That was the purpose of Streamline WA. This 
bill has come out of that process, or at least is consistent with the McGowan government’s Streamline WA initiative. 
It is important to look at what triggered this process. Anyone who has been around government knows that the 
duplication of approvals processes can be problematic sometimes, and certainly if they are unnecessary. There 
has been a little bit of discussion about that with regard to permits and licences or the need to duplicate 
consultation, particularly around the amendments to the planning control area, which are matters that I would like 
to home in on just a little in our discussion. The bill is part of that initiative to encourage more investment in 
Western Australia. 
I think it is quite revealing and important to point out that part of the media release on Streamline WA stated — 

The new initiative will improve how government interacts with private and community sectors, and 
develop best practice principles for creating and applying regulation 
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It also said — 
Steering committee to be established and will work with agency and department representatives and 
leaders from industry and community groups 

Part of that announcement was — 
The initiative is an innovative whole of sector approach to develop best practice principles for making 
and applying regulation. 

For my sins, one part of my career, as I have said before, was that I spent a fair bit of time in the Department of 
Treasury, working in the area of best practice regulation and reviewing legislation as it came through, and certainly 
as part of the national competition policy. That later morphed into best practice regulation. After my sojourn in 
Treasury, I went to work as chief of staff for Hon John Day, whom some members might know. That then morphed 
into the Office of Best Practice Regulation, which I believe was part of the Department of Treasury. We could say 
that it had the same pedigree as best practice regulation. I do not want to sound like a broken record, but I will: 
I know that as part of best practice regulation, there is a requirement to undertake a public interest test and look at 
all the alternatives, and to provide that to decision-makers. No doubt this bill went to cabinet. I can only hope that 
a full regulatory review was undertaken within the principles of best practice regulation and that it looked at the 
public interest issues and weighed the costs and benefits, including financial ones. We can see that this new regime 
is about encouraging more investment in Western Australia, as stated in the government’s press release, and I am 
tying that to the objectives laid out in the second reading speech. I can only hope that a full and proper assessment 
was done and that proper consultation was undertaken with the community as part of that process. If we look at 
the principles of best practice regulation, we can see that that is what they are and that those are the processes that 
should be undertaken. Hopefully, that consultation occurred right across the sector, including with the people 
I mentioned—the types of people who have been involved. We talk about all the different interest holders in the 
river—those who take an active interest, those with a traditional interest or those who have a commercial interest. 
We hope all that consultation has been undertaken. 
I know that cabinet confidentiality applies to cabinet documents, but part of my request is that it would be great if 
those assessments were more readily available as part of the second reading speech or the explanatory memorandum 
to a bill. It would be great if the evidence that had been provided was included in those documents, or at least referred 
to in the explanatory memorandum in more detail. Yet again we have a fairly important bill before the house—
maybe I am understating it and it is a very important bill—but the explanatory memorandum is only two pages 
long. I do not know what the average length of explanatory memorandums for bills was when our side was in 
government, but whatever it was, I feel that the explanatory memorandums for a number of bills about which I have 
had the pleasure to speak in this place have been too perfunctory. They tend to be written in a relatively succinct 
way that I think undermines, to some extent, the ability of this place to undertake the analysis that is required to form 
the good opinions that we should form. Notwithstanding that, we continue to have the committee process in this place 
to unpick the legislation. As everybody would know, there are significant interactions that are sometimes challenging 
to unpick, but I will attempt to do that as we go forward with this bill, especially in the committee stage. 
The point I am making is that we might get to a more streamlined process of legislation making if the explanatory 
memorandums actually had more information from within a best practice regulation framework. I think that would 
be a very good outcome. They should include some of the public interest tests that should be undertaken as part of 
that process and a more detailed summary of the consultation that occurred and the feedback that was received. Those 
bits of material might enable us to come to an easier and simpler resolution on legislation before we finalise it through 
the committee stage. I make that comment because we see it as part of Streamline WA. From my web searches on 
Streamline WA—I will not claim that they were completely exhaustive, and I am happy to be corrected—it seems as 
though there was a bit of a flurry of activity under Hon Ben Wyatt. There is a requirement for the steering committee 
and working groups that represent the Department of the Premier and Cabinet and Treasury, which are the key 
players in the Streamline WA process, to do annual reports on reform activity. It seems like they are not readily able 
to be surfaced. Maybe they are available for every year up to 2022, but I got the impression that a fair bit of work was 
done under the former patron of the process, Hon Ben Wyatt, and that that work might have fallen away somewhat. 
I put that out there as a challenge rather than as a statement. I am sure the government will be the first to correct 
me if I am wrong, because the government is always happy to correct me if that is the case. That is my assessment 
of what appears to be going on with the media activity around that process and the reports. I could not find anything 
after 2019. Somewhere in the deep archives of Treasury, some poor public servant is undertaking this work. We 
probably would see more Streamline WA initiatives come through this place that would drive our economy if we 
went back to that process because it would encourage more investment in Western Australia. That is what we are 
hoping for, but that does not seem to be quite the situation at the moment. The assessment of this bill in particular 
will be interesting. 
I will move to the explanatory memorandum in more detail and make comments about some parts of it. If I took 
a high-level view and assessed what was going on, it would be that the bill seems to be a good thing and seems to 
have the right intention. It will remove unnecessary duplication and processes. As I said at the beginning of my 
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remarks, we must make sure that the processes will be sufficient and that we will meet community expectations, 
particularly around the planning control area through the Western Australian Planning Commission, if we are to 
take out bits of the planning control area that apply to the Swan and Canning Rivers planning control area. Certainly 
we do not want a single minister to have the ability to make arbitrary decisions. That is where I think part of the 
challenge might be going forward. I am open to be convinced on this. During this term of government, a number 
of amendments were made to the Planning and Development Act. The state seems to have taken away the ability 
of the local authorities to have control over planning decisions, for example. There are some changes in this bill 
or the bill that is about to come before this place, the Land and Public Works Legislation Amendment Bill 2022—
I think that is the title of it—particularly around the vastly expanded definition of “public works”. If someone 
had a suspicious mind, they might say that the government had particular projects in mind when it introduced 
the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Amendment Bill just after making amendments to the Planning and 
Development Act and introducing a new Land and Public Works Legislation Amendment Bill. When those three 
bills are finally promulgated, they might enable—we may find out whether this is correct as part of the discussion 
on clause 1—the decisions that will be made to be, effectively, within the remit of the Minister for Planning. We 
will need to consider that. 
We know that some amazing developments have been undertaken along the banks of the Swan River. I have 
mentioned the tremendous development that I had the pleasure to be part of with Minister John Day. One of my 
roles was to help the minister establish the steering committee for Elizabeth Quay, which was called the Perth 
waterfront project at the time but was rebranded as Elizabeth Quay. That became an asset to our city and continues 
to be developed in the built form today. We know that will all be part of this legislation, but there might be other 
developments. There have been some media reports about developments on the Nedlands foreshore. Who knows 
what other developments the government has in mind. I do not want to suggest that the amendments to those three 
pieces of legislation are being brought in as part of an orchestrated campaign to completely remove other parties 
who might cause trouble in approving those developments, even within the government, such as the Minister for 
Environment, for example, undertaking an independent process of consultation. That will not be required if part 
of the planning control area is excised to provide, hypothetically speaking, a piece of land that happens to be a reserve 
under a management order. The enabling position under this act will be that that could occur through the WAPC. 
That is the same commission that has almost God-like powers for development approvals under the Planning and 
Development Act through the state development assessment unit process. We see that. There has been an interesting 
concentration of power. The WAPC has moved away from the purely strategic role it previously had to a more 
interventionist role on specific developments. Let us say there was a requirement to do a particular development 
on the Nedlands foreshore—I am using a hypothetical example—for a hot spring. The planning commission 
could be the sole arbiter in the process of consultation within the realms of the Planning and Development Act. 
The Planning and Development Act outlines the processes that must occur to excise an available planning control 
area that might previously have been jointly managed under the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and 
Attractions, with, I take it, advice from members of the Swan River Trust. We could have that situation. Because 
we have now introduced another bill, the Land and Public Works Legislation Amendment Bill, which will broaden 
the definition of “public works”, certain works could occur that might not even require approval within the remit 
of a development application through local government.  
As I said, I had a suspicious mind when I thought this through. I encourage the parliamentary secretary who will 
be responding to this debate to think about that because I am putting him on notice about some of the questions 
that might be asked during the consideration of clause 1. That is one of my broad concerns about the part of the 
second reading speech that states — 

The amendment bill will also streamline processes that apply when the development control area or 
Swan Canning Riverpark is changed. Consultation is typically undertaken by the Western Australian 
Planning Commission under the Planning and Development Act 2005 when an amendment is made to 
the metropolitan region scheme. The bill will amend section 13 to remove the requirement for the Minister 
for Environment to conduct further consultation on changes to the development control area when that 
change relates to an amendment to the MRS that has already been approved under the Planning and 
Development Act and has been either subject to public consultation, or the amendment to the MRS is 
made by an act. 

That basically removes the role of the Minister for Environment. I am sure that the Minister for Environment will 
be getting letters on this matter. I hope that he has a very powerful position in the cabinet because I am sure that 
when the Minister for Planning wants to develop a site along the river, the process for which involves seeking not 
just a licence—another methodology used for a development to occur that we will get to in a moment—that one 
method might be to simply excise from the river estate the parcel of land that might apply. As I said, that parcel of 
land might be a reserve that can then be excised under the new provisions that will be debated here in a few weeks. 
It poses some interesting challenges. 
I am sure that my former colleagues in Treasury have probably gone over in detail and consulted with their colleagues 
in the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions on other changes occurring under this legislation, 
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which include the issue of duplication of licence agreements and permits. On reading through the amendments and 
looking at the existing act, it would appear that licence agreements will apply only when there is an issue with 
occupancy—that might be a little less clear than it should be. The second reading speech states — 

… licence agreements authorise non-exclusive occupancy and use of the river reserve by the licence holder. 

I thought about that for some time. To a large extent, I would have thought that any type of activity would involve 
some non-exclusive occupancy on the river reserve, albeit transient in nature. What was clear is that this relates to 
the need for an approved development, as stated in the second reading speech — 

This duplication will be addressed in the amendment bill by amending section 32 to clarify that licence 
agreements are granted only when they relate to approved development … 

The bottom line is that it is an approved development, and it is important to note that a development approval will 
be required for the construction of some permanent structure, notwithstanding that it has non-exclusive occupancy—
maybe it is exclusive, but we will not go into that right now. Perhaps that will come up for discussion under clause 1, 
but some sort of development will be undertaken on that site. That is an important provision, so that is fine. The 
legislation will be making it very clear when a licence agreement is required, alleviating the need to have both the 
licence agreement and permit just to undertake some sort of activity. Apparently 68 activities will be affected by 
this provision. As part of the discussion, it would be very helpful to know what those activities are. I assume it will 
include activities such as the jet boat operating on the river out of Elizabeth Quay, for example, that takes people 
out for a spin on the river. I assume that that activity will require only a permit and not a licence going forward, 
assuming it already has the necessary facilities such as a berth and ticket box et cetera. It would be useful to know 
about that and perhaps be provided with some distinction around which activities these permits will apply to. 
Apparently this provision will affect 68 activities, and it probably plays into the broader goal of the Streamline WA 
initiative. I hope that that is the case because, as I said, I do not want Streamline WA to be applied by a more 
capricious Minister for Planning who might want to run roughshod over our local authorities, for example, to provide 
opportunities for development along the river by simply excising, as I said earlier, the area from the development 
control area all together. 

There is a rather unusual provision in the legislation that includes some exemptions that my colleague Hon Tjorn Sibma 
might raise in more detail. Under rather unusual arrangements, the Matagarup Bridge zip-line will be able to continue 
to operate under its existing licence. It is always worthy of some discussion as to why carve outs exist in the 
legislation. I question why that was done because I am sure that plenty of other activities could have been subject 
to a carve out. Was the zip-line a special case and what were the reasons for that? It would certainly be worthy of 
a little more understanding as we go forward. 

As I said, we support the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Amendment Bill 2022. We understand that 
businesses should be required to have insurance if they operate within the confines of the development control area 
because we certainly want to minimise the risk to the state, which is fair and reasonable given that insurance should 
be able to cover some of that cost, and to, in large part, at least have an avenue for some form of compensation for 
persons who might be harmed by activities on the river. We also support the requirement for operators to have 
insurance as part of the permit. As the second reading speech states — 

… the requirement to take out and maintain insurance is currently a standard licence condition for commercial 
operators using the development control area, currently such a condition cannot be applied to permits. 

Of course, it makes complete and logical sense that if we are not going to require operators to have a licence and 
a permit, that that loophole needs to be fixed because we do not want operators with a permit to undertake an activity 
and not be insured. I am sure that they are all insured, but I guess part of the legislation-making process is to ensure 
that we achieve security for our community. My final comment is on the detail. The bill will amend sections 38 
and 133 to remove the requirement for delegation instruments to be published in the Government Gazette. I am not 
sure why that is occurring. It seems to be a trend, and it was something I was very aware of during my long public 
service career. I can relate to some concerns in the public service about that. It is quite a job for agencies to maintain 
delegations and keep them up to date, and it can be rather embarrassing for an organisation or a minister when 
a delegation is not maintained and somebody forgets to gazette a change in structure and suddenly there is no longer 
the appropriate legal authority to make a decision. That can be quite difficult. Call me old fashioned, but there might 
be some merit in having those delegations presented and maintained in some part of the register, although sometimes 
hard work has to be done. I think it is a bit of a symptom across government agencies now, because we have these 
huge agencies in which the left hand does not know what the right hand is doing. We saw examples of that last 
week when I asked a question on police assaults in the Kimberley, as that data was on the WA police website as well 
as in a spreadsheet called “time series”. These are easily downloadable, which is great; they should be there as 
we should have information available for people like me, the media and others to access. That is part of how our 
democracy operates—on the basis of scrutiny. 

Whilst we sit here and say, “That seems like a reasonable thing to do; we don’t have to publish delegations anymore 
in the Government Gazette”, the reason given in the explanatory memorandum is that this was identified as 
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a streamlining amendment following a department-wide review of delegations undertaken in 2021. That is all that 
has been said about it. You can bet London to a brick—I think that is a saying—that the departmental review that 
was undertaken probably found all these holes and out-of-date delegations. I can just see it: some poor, relatively 
junior officer having to go trawl back through the Government Gazette and say, “This is where we missed this one. 
This is why that position now has the delegation.” There are ways to make sure that the right language is used in the 
delegation. I know from my experience. In earlier times, I think the names of individual officers were put in some of 
those gazetted delegations. The Government Gazette was probably only a few pages thick; it was not a very big thing 
because we did not have a complex society like we have today. In the olden times, one could say that things were 
easier. However, my point is that, yes, we are sort of taking the government on trust here. The opposition has given 
the government the benefit of the doubt on a whole range of things. Maybe the opposition is being way too generous. 
The opposition certainly does not want to stand in the way of the objective outlined as the original intent of that 
Streamline WA initiative, as that is important. However, all members in this place who have any affiliation with 
the river, me included, feel it is important to ensure that whatever regime is operating, and when the minister 
responsible for the regime takes bits out of that regime—this is a really important point to make—it will be 
operating in the most transparent and clear way possible, and that we will see the right outcomes. 
Would this be a bill that I would put forward if I were the minister? I can say no; I would not put forward a bill 
like this. I would look at ways to make some of those decisions a little more transparent and at hardwiring the 
legislation around who has the permits and how that is done, as well as maybe look at the process and understanding 
it a little more. In saying that, as I said, the opposition will support the bill because it is hoping, giving the benefit 
of the doubt to the government, that the bill will actually achieve that objective. 
That is largely all I would like to say. As I said, I could make a few other points, but I will take them up during 
consideration of clause 1 because those points relate to the procedures outlined in section 112 of the Planning and 
Development Act, “Declaration of planning control areas”. I think section 113, “Amending or revoking s. 112 
declaration”, is particularly important. We will look at an interesting little interplay in more detail relating to 
carving out consultation requirements under the current act. I refer to an exemption to section 13(2) of the Swan and 
Canning Rivers Management Act that states — 

Before regulations are made for the purposes of subsection (1) the Minister must consult with — 
(a) the Minister for Planning; and … 

This section is to do with regulations. When reading down, it also says that the minister must consult local government 
“of the district in which any proposed new boundary is located”. There then appears to be a carve out of matters 
under the Planning and Development Act tied up in the existence of the declaration of planning control areas. 
Maybe I have not been so clear on that matter, but I will take the bill through to Committee of the Whole to unpack 
it a little. This bill has too many interactions to go through within the context of a second reading contribution speech. 
I am still trying to work it out. I think the parliamentary secretary will no doubt do an incredible job in unpacking 
it for the opposition and the public who will read Hansard. He will make sure that we are so clear about how these 
various carve outs and interactions with the new Land and Public Works Legislation Amendment Bill will work. 
I say this to the house as my final statement. We support the bill. We have a lot of questions and we will no doubt 
work through those over the next couple of hours. With that, I conclude my comments. 
HON TJORN SIBMA (North Metropolitan) [2.58 pm]: As I look over today’s forecast business, I have 
a momentary lapse into commiseration with all members here, because the subject matter is particularly dry! I think 
we have the Directors’ Liability Reform Bill to come on — 
Hon Sue Ellery: The Teacher Registration Amendment Bill will be thrilling! 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Yes! Sorry. I do not know whether we will get to that, minister. 
Irrespective of the lack of obvious charm of the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Amendment Bill 2022, it 
is absolutely an important and vital one to get right. I look forward to sharing the sentiment expressed by my colleague 
Hon Neil Thomson in his vote of faith in the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Environment. 
I look forward to crossing that threshold and having my faith adequately instigated in me in his management. 
I look forward to his contribution later. 
I am speaking on the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Amendment Bill 2022 because I was the outgoing 
opposition spokesperson on environmental matters and this bill was one that took my interest. I received a very 
comprehensive briefing on it from departmental officials, I think towards the latter part of last year. As is sometimes 
my habit, I tried to follow the course of debate in the other place. Bearing in mind that this bill came on for debate 
reasonably late in the parliamentary year last year and that, frankly, there was probably not enough material to 
sustain the sitting hours, I think a baker’s dozen of government members spoke to it. That is not to denigrate them; 
in fact, I think it reinforces a very important point: the Swan and Canning Rivers are something that we treasure 
as Western Australians and as residents of Perth. Obviously, the banks of that river system traverse and touch 
many electorates. 
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I was guided by the brief contribution made by the member for Willagee, Hon Peter Tinley. I think it frames the ethic 
through which we should view this bill—and others like it—which touches on such a vital piece of the natural 
environment. He stated — 

Although this bill may seem to be a minor amendment, this chamber should always be diligent when 
attending to anything that deals with the natural environment to ensure that we make the right decisions 
on its behalf because it really does not get a voice. If you like, its voice comes many years after a decision 
is taken, such as decisions that impinge on any river or waterway. 

I was actually taken by some of the really interesting contributions made by government members, some of which 
ventured into the lyrical; some channelled the inner Tim Winton! As a consequence, we actually learn more 
about the individuals—things that we would not otherwise have learnt. I learnt a great deal about the member for 
Burns Beach, Mark Folkard, who I consider to be a friend; I really like him as a local member. 
This bill reinforces the centrality of that river system in the hearts and minds of all Western Australians. Whenever 
we talk about the way we administer black-letter regulations or laws around it, we cannot just dismiss this as 
“administrivia” or dry regulatory material; we are dealing with a living, breathing river system. I do not know whether 
it is because I am in a particularly complimentary frame of mind—one can sometimes be reflective and mature in 
these debates—but I thought the contribution made by the member for Mount Lawley was also particularly good. 
I single him out because he actually delivered some facts that he obtained from a fact sheet prepared by the former 
Department of Parks and Wildlife. I think it would actually be worthwhile reading some of it in. He stated, quoting 
from the fact sheet — 

• The Swan and Avon rivers are actually the same river, sometimes called the Swan–Avon. The 
Swan River joins the Avon River at Walyunga National Park. The combined Swan–Avon River is 
280 km long and flows from near Wickepin to the Indian Ocean at Fremantle. The Swan–Avon River 
drains a total catchment of approximately 126,000km2 . 

• The Canning River begins in Wandering and flows through Armadale to Applecross, where it joins 
the Swan. 

This is an enormous river system that draws catchment from most of the metropolitan area. It is also a feature 
where we have spent, some of us more than others, formative experiences in our own lives and our children’s lives. 
For example, my son has undertaken swimming lessons at Bicton Baths—which is, for unfortunate reasons, 
presently more salient. Ensuring that we manage the Swan and Canning Rivers appropriately should be a foremost 
consideration of every Western Australian government. I note that the Barnett government introduced in, I think, 
2015, the Swan and Canning Rivers protection strategy. I understand that that strategic document should be currently 
under review. I will be interested to know what relationships, if any, there might be between that strategic review 
process and some of the operative implications of this bill. 
What does this bill do, though? I think sometimes we get lost. It is actually reasonably straightforward, in my 
estimation. It proposes to remove regulatory duplication applicable to commercial operators, mainly from the tourism 
sector, conducting businesses within the boundaries of the Swan Canning Riverpark and development control area. 
The main amendment proposed to section 32 of the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Act 2006 will remove 
the requirement for commercial operators to obtain a combined licence and permit. Instead, operators will require 
only a permit, issued by the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions, which I will shorten to DBCA 
from here on in. Operators will, however, need to take out and maintain insurance as a condition of their permit, 
and I think that is only currently required as a condition of a licence. This will require granting the CEO of DBCA 
a new regulation-making head power. 
As upper house members, the blood should chill a little when reading about directors general having a new 
regulation-making head power. Hon Neil Thomson earlier made an observation about there being some regulatory 
advantage in not listing the instruments of regulation in the Government Gazette. I will say that that is potentially 
troubling in the long term, and it is something for which I think we should seek some justification. 
However, in terms of the policy intent of this bill, as a Liberal Party member there is very little to object to. This 
is, in essence, good Liberal Party policy, and I am glad that the government is bringing it into the house for assent. 
However, the ideological purity and benefit of it notwithstanding, we actually do have to interrogate the detail of 
the bill to understand, as best we can, its implications. 
It will also be worthwhile to try to place this bill within the overall government approach to deregulation. The headline 
government program in this space is Streamline WA, which I think was launched in late 2018. In the immediate 
time thereafter, even throughout the COVID period, I think that initiative resulted in some genuine and significant 
reforms of governing legislation, particularly in respect of reform through the environmental protection legislation 
and changes to the Planning and Development Act 2005. Those changes were very lengthy and extensive and the 
consequences, both good and ill, are still reverberating to this day. But after the introduction of the headline 
legislation, any actual evidence of the desired outcomes of streamlining through dispensing with redundant bits of 
bureaucratic administration and preventing people in the private sector from making investments and getting on 
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and doing things, is very difficult to discern. I think that is largely because there has been reliance not on changing 
processing and systems, but on changing governing legislation, which takes a very, very long time to enact in practical 
terms, and a dependency on new cadres of public servants to undertake the approvals business of the government. 
Reliance on the passage of a bill and dependency on finding the staff to implement new approaches has, I think, 
been demonstrated to be faulty. That is not to diminish the bill, but I think, fairly put, this is the low-hanging fruit of 
regulatory reform. To basically announce this as a highlight of the Streamline WA initiative does a disservice to 
the real business of government and the need to make good on the generalised strategic pledge that it would deliver. 
Because the advantages of this bill have been implied in economic and commercial terms, throughout the course 
of my briefing I attempted to establish what definable benefit this will give to a present or future operator of an 
enterprise in the Swan Canning Riverpark in either time or financial savings. Frankly, I am still awaiting the answer, 
and I think I am awaiting the answer because the genesis of this bill was not through consultation with operators 
within the broader riverpark or the planning control area. The sui generis origin of this bill was out of the department 
itself through an exercise that I think is dealt with in the minister’s second reading speech, which I will quote 
directly from —  

This amendment was identified as a streamlining amendment following a department-wide review of 
delegations undertaken in 2021. 

That is great. I compliment the department on undertaking those kinds of efforts, but I suppose it is very difficult 
to determine the value of this bill against a raft of potentially more beneficial or more strategic deregulation 
initiatives that the department itself has identified. It would be useful for this chamber to get a sense of the bulk of 
work, the bulk of regulations and the bulk of cultural and systems changes that the department is seized of and has 
presented to the various ministers who have held the environment portfolio over the last five or six years. 
I do not think this is the case, but I invite the parliamentary secretary to put my mind at ease somewhat. Obviously, 
there is a need for activation of our natural assets. I think we are now mature enough as a society to do that in a way 
that balances the need to preserve environmental values; in fact, there is a strong argument that the more something 
is activated, the more people will utilise it and see the benefit and the more invested people in the community will 
be in the ongoing welfare of that environment. However, activation can also be used in a pretty trivial and flippant 
sense. I am attempting to discern whether, by virtue of also streamlining the process by now not including the 
requirement for the Minister for Environment to conduct consultation on changes to the development control area, 
this will open up any new pathway for inappropriate developments that would not meet community expectations. 
I say this because we are dealing with some sensitive ecology. Quite obviously, over the course of the last 200 years, 
the Swan and Canning Rivers have been used and abused in a variety of ways. There is some legacy. We have changed 
the health of that river system. It is improving, but we need to be mindful that we are not doing something by 
virtue of this that will open up a new pathway for inappropriate development. Developments on the river foreshore 
are always controversial to some degree. I am reminded of the proposal for a wave park at Alfred Cove some five or 
six years ago. As a matter of principle, I would love to see a new wave park, and I believe one is coming to Cockburn, 
but to put one in a Ramsar wetland would be completely inappropriate and quite obviously counter to best practice 
environmental management and probably a range of covenants to which the government has signed up. It also did 
not meet community expectations. However, we can get developments right, and developments that we have got 
right include Elizabeth Quay and the stadium, which I still call Perth Stadium, despite the chagrin of others. There 
is a need and an opportunity to inculcate and encourage sensible activation and sensible development, but if I am 
to understand this bill correctly, it is focused more on the present activation and will not potentially open up a new 
pathway of development. I am pro-development constitutionally, but there is a time and a place for things to occur. 
The other issue that requires some focus is the carve-outs that my colleague Hon Neil Thomson referred to previously. 
I think that presently there are under 70 operators; there might 68. I do not know whether all those operators are 
private sector operators or whether some of the operators include the local government authorities. I expect there 
would be a few, considering the location that we are talking about. Why has it been determined that this proposed 
new approach is not applicable to, or is inappropriate to apply to, the zip-line operators at Matagarup Bridge and 
the seaplane service? I would seek an explanation for why that is the case, but also, with a forward view, will this 
set up a difference in the way that future proponents might be treated? Is there a danger threshold? Is there something 
unique about those two operations that occur presently that mean that they have been carved out of this bill, and 
what will that mean for proponents into the future? 
It could be said that lack of regulation is a good thing for business in and of itself, even though there are not necessarily 
any calculations to substantiate the claim that they will be beneficiaries of this, but I am interested in understanding 
more forensically the potential benefit this will have on the staff within the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation 
and Attractions itself. I am prepared to accept at face value that a minor amendment such as this might save individual 
desk officers added time and burden in effectively duplicating a task on the same issue. That said, I have not seen 
any cost–benefit analysis. I am not necessarily asking for anything deeply detailed, but to get a sense of the burden 
that those officers are dealing with in their current regulatory functions would be to the advantage of this chamber 
and would go some way to circle the wagons again to understand what pressures officers and the department are 
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facing and whether the measure proposed in this bill will go very far at all in alleviating those pressures and delivering 
the kinds of streamlining benefits that are insinuated in the minister’s second reading speech and in the bill itself. 
Otherwise, this is an interesting bill. I commend the government on moving on this. I would just like to see much 
more in this direction. I look forward to the parliamentary secretary’s reply, if there are no other speakers today, 
and I do not think there is. 
HON DARREN WEST (Agricultural — Parliamentary Secretary) [3.19 pm] — in reply: I rise to speak on 
the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Amendment Bill 2022. I begin by acknowledging the traditional 
owners who have lived along the Swan and Canning Rivers for thousands of years—the Derbarl Yerrigan, as it is 
called. I think that would be a good name to use in the future for that beautiful piece of water that runs through 
Perth and its tributaries that run from Wickepin and Wandering in the Agricultural Region, as the member said. 
I acknowledge the opposition’s support for the bill—thank you for that. I look forward to going through minor 
details in Committee of the Whole.  
As has been suggested by members and is stated in the second reading speech and the explanatory memorandum, 
this bill is part of the Streamline WA initiative to reduce red tape and duplication in government agencies. The 
government has a pretty strong record on reducing red tape, and this is yet another example. It is always important 
that members of the public have confidence that there is no duplication in, nor unduly delay for, approvals. The 
situation in which people need a licence and a permit is unwieldy and cumbersome, but that will change with the 
passage of this legislation. 
I acknowledge Hon Neil Thomson in his new role as shadow environment spokesperson and the good work done 
previously by Hon Tjorn Sibma in that space, including his extensive and exhaustive queries about this bill during 
the briefing stage. It is certainly good that it had that scrutiny. 
Hon Dr Steve Thomas: Excellent work! 
Hon DARREN WEST: It was excellent work, yes. 
I also acknowledge Stella Berry. On behalf of everyone in government, I convey our thoughts, sympathies and 
condolences to her family and many friends. It was a dreadful story, but bodies of water come with danger; we just 
do not think that something like that could ever happen. It was a terrible turn of events and our thoughts are with 
Stella’s family and friends at this terribly difficult time. 
The Swan and Canning Rivers have been managed and protected for thousands of years by the people living 
here. It is incumbent on us, as a government, to continue that custody and to work with the traditional owners and 
those who want to recreate on and use the rivers. Hon Tjorn Sibma made the particularly good point that there is 
always a balance to strike in allowing access to this wonderful body of water in a way that will ensure we manage 
its environmental sustainability, because we are not going to be the last people here; people have been wandering 
around, recreating on and using these rivers for thousands and thousands of years. I am sure that we all want that to 
continue so that in a thousand years’ time there will still be a healthy, but popular, body of water to manage. 
Members showed a bit of interest in the debate in the Legislative Assembly. I note it was quite a long debate, 
which I think reflects the level of interest in and passion for the Swan and Canning Rivers, the Derbarl Yerrigan, 
by members of the other place. They made some interesting and quite enlightening speeches about how people 
feel about and interact with different parts of the river. The members, as representatives, were able to bring those 
views to Parliament. A lot of community groups were mentioned. There are a lot of very passionate people. When 
we start talking about our rivers and wetlands and the natural environment, it quite rightly ignites passion in 
members of the community and causes a lot of debate. That is why we are very proud that we are making these 
changes that will protect the integrity of the environmental management of the rivers in a way that is less cumbersome 
and unwieldy for those who wish to apply for permission to use the river. It will be more streamlined going forward. 
I will not address all the points raised in members’ contributions to the second reading debate because we will go 
into Committee of the Whole, and we can drill down into the detail of the bill when we do that, but I will make 
a couple of points. I am pleased we are taking a bipartisan approach to the river—may that continue. I think 
governments of all persuasions have over the years acted in the best interests of the rivers whilst trying to strike 
a balance between people being able to use the rivers and protecting the rivers. I am sure that will continue. I note 
Hon Neil Thomson made the point that there is more to do; there will always be more work to do on the rivers 
because the rivers and the population are ever-changing. There will always be debates about the rivers and balances 
to strike; together we can do that. We are confident that the passage of this bill will encourage more investment 
into operators on the river. It is a wonderful place to work and play, and to enjoy. 
I want to clarify something Hon Neil Thomson said. He said the explanatory memorandum was two pages. I think 
the member might have been referring to his copy of the second reading speech. The explanatory memorandum is 
more extensive at about six pages. I am just checking that the member has the right document. 
There was a flurry of activity when Ben Wyatt first developed Streamline WA because there was a backlog of 
streamlining to be done. We are working through that now, and that process will continue wherever possible. 
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The member made a couple of points about insurance. We need to be confident that everybody has the relevant 
insurance. We live in an increasingly litigious society, so we need to make sure that the state government is not at 
any risk when granting permits or issuing licences. Insurance is something that will be insisted upon. I think it 
probably was before, but we are just covering off on that. Questions were asked about the Matagarup zip-line and 
the seaplanes business that have had some level of exemption; they will continue to operate under their existing 
licences. We will no doubt go into more detail on that. 
Hon Tjorn Sibma brought up some good points about the debate in the Legislative Assembly. They were very good 
speeches. If members have a bit of idle time, they should take the time to read them; they were well thought out 
and read speeches. While I was sitting here listening to Hon Tjorn Sibma, I was thinking that that one river system 
drains about half the Agricultural Region, which is significant. 
Again, we are removing the duplication of licences and permits. Hon Tjorn Sibma made the point that that is good 
Liberal Party policy. That makes me a little bit nervous, member. I guess if we can all agree on this—clearly 
we are meeting in the middle—there will be a good outcome, generally. We will deal with the cost savings for 
operators in the committee stage. I think it will be a more streamlined, simpler and easier process that will be the 
same for everyone. I am not sure about the dollar cost savings, but anything that reduces duplication and extra 
work will be welcome.  
The origin of this bill came from within the department. The Streamline WA government initiative asked agencies 
to look for levels of duplication and ways to avoid them and remove them. Duplication is not naturally, willingly 
put into legislation. It often comes through amendments and changes over time. All of a sudden, we realise we have 
extra processes than was perhaps initially intended. By amending the act, we will remove those extra processes, 
and that is welcome. 
Hon Tjorn Sibma talked about the need for balance. He said that the minister will no longer need to consult on 
a development control area. I know there will be questions on that. We will deal with them in committee. But I assure 
the member that future decisions will not be diluted—pardon the expression—or made easier as a result of the 
passage of this legislation. Future decision-makers will always endeavour to strike a balance between the beautiful 
natural environment and the ability for people to recreate on and use our wonderful rivers and waterways. The 
member asked whether exemptions will become the norm. I do not suspect they will. They are in existing and 
relatively new licences. I do not think that will set a precedent, but, again, I am sure some questions will be asked 
about that. 
I am sure removing duplication will benefit DBCA staff and make life easier for our wonderful public servants 
who work in all our government agencies. It will make their jobs more enjoyable as well. 
I guess that is about all. The bill is important. We want to remove duplication. I think that is now a bipartisan goal, 
and that is good to hear. I think this legislation will make life easier for a lot of business operators and the agency, 
with a more straightforward and streamlined process for all to use. I look forward to the Committee of the Whole. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a second time.  

Committee 
The Deputy of Committees (Hon Sandra Carr) in the chair; Hon Darren West (Parliamentary Secretary) in charge 
of the bill. 
Clause 1: Short title — 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: Before I ask a question about clause 1, I acknowledge that I need to correct what I said 
during the second reading debate about the explanatory memorandum being a two-page document; for the record, 
it is six pages long. I just make that point. 
What I would like to raise and discuss under clause 1 relates to Streamline WA. We are talking about an additional 
investment. I would like, if I can, to ask two questions or to break it into two parts. Clearly, there is the component in 
relation to making life a little bit easier through the issuance of permits, which seems to be a fairly small part of this 
process. I would like to also, if I could, get some commentary from the parliamentary secretary about the additional 
investment the government might be considering or considers plausible with respect to the changes to the provisions 
around the planning control area and making it a little bit more streamlined and easier to actually effectively change 
those, and whether there has been any contemplation within that scope as part of the development of this bill. 
Hon DARREN WEST: I am not exactly sure what the member is asking about. Is it about consultation? What is 
the question, sorry? 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: What I will do is that I will ask just one question at a time. The government is saying 
that this will make business easier. Are there any businesses that the government contemplates will be impacted 
by this? Maybe the parliamentary secretary could outline what those businesses would be, and what they might be 
into the future. 
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Hon DARREN WEST: The purpose of the bill is to provide clarity and a better regulatory framework so that there 
is less confusion about whether a licence and a permit are required. It is not so much about attracting investment. 
We think that the prospect of investment will be enhanced by the passage of the bill. The bill is more about 
streamlining the process, creating more clarity for those who want to operate businesses on the river and creating 
a more robust regulatory framework. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: What the parliamentary secretary is saying is that the government might be winding 
back the claim that this is part of the Streamline WA process. I am trying to understand whether the parliamentary 
secretary is saying that this is not about investment. That seems to be the main purpose of Streamline WA. Is the 
parliamentary secretary saying that this is not part of that, or is it something else? 

Hon DARREN WEST: Streamline WA is about having better regulatory processes and reducing duplication. 
That is what we are trying to do with Streamline WA. That is what we have moved into this bill. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: I mentioned in my contribution to the second reading debate that 68 businesses that operate 
on the Swan and Canning Rivers—Derbarl Yerrigan—will potentially be impacted by this change. I assume that most 
of those businesses will not be required to have a licence and will be able to operate just with a permit. I assume 
that when the bill is promulgated, they will simply have their licences revoked. Is that correct? 

Hon DARREN WEST: Sixty-six of the businesses will transfer from licences to permits; they will all become 
permits. The seaplanes and the Matagarup Bridge zip-line will be issued with licences. One is more of a commercial 
arrangement and one is more of a regulatory arrangement. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: Will the 66 businesses that will have their licences revoked all be required to have new 
permits or will they operate within the remit of their current permits? 

Hon DARREN WEST: I am advised that all the conditions on all current licences will be transferred to permits, so 
the same conditions will apply. The bill contains quite specific provisions about how that will work. Those transitional 
arrangements are very clear in the bill. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: Some of this is getting to other clauses of the bill, but by dealing with them under clause 1, 
we may end up avoiding the requirement to deal with them later. 

Hon Darren West: We can avoid duplication. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: We can avoid duplication! That is what this is all about; it is part of this amazing process 
that the government has gone to in Streamline WA. We can do that here in the Parliament as well! 

I assume that if any of the existing permits for those 66 businesses do not have a requirement for insurance or any 
other requirement that might be part of the new permit system, those permits will be updated before they are reissued. 
Is that correct? 

Hon DARREN WEST: That is correct. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: I ask this just out of curiosity, because it seemed that the need to do this was a big part 
of the second reading speech and the explanatory memorandum. Do any of the 66 not have insurance or are not 
required to have insurance under their permit, or do they all have insurance, but it is their licence that requires 
them to have insurance? Is that just a transition of the existing requirements under their licence? 

Hon DARREN WEST: As far as we are aware, all those licence holders currently have insurance. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: For the sake of streamlining this, I will ask about the two businesses that are part of the 
carve out. We are a little perplexed about why that has occurred. I note that one business is the seaplane business 
and the other is the zip-line business. I will come to the non-exclusive use of occupancy for the seaplane later. I think 
that matter may be discussed in answer to my next question. Put simply, why did the government carve out these 
two? Was it the result of representations by the operators? 

Hon DARREN WEST: No. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: Why did the government come up with this rather quirky legislative requirement to carve 
out these two operators and, effectively, grandfather their current arrangements? 

Hon DARREN WEST: These two arrangements were negotiated to a commercial agreement for non-exclusive 
access to those areas. The businesses that are on permits will remove a prohibition so that they will be able to access 
and operate their business under those conditions. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: Is the parliamentary secretary saying that those two businesses would have required a licence 
to fulfil the requirements of the licence, whereas the other 66 businesses will not require a licence going forward? 

Hon DARREN WEST: The two licences that have been granted were negotiated for non-exclusive use under that 
particular arrangement. The other permits have been granted to remove a prohibition so that the businesses will be 
able to access those areas and use them. 
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Hon NEIL THOMSON: I think that clarifies that. If I could home in on the issue of non-exclusive use, I note that 
the licence for the seaplane, by definition, is for non-exclusive occupancy. I am trying to envisage other types of 
activities. If a seaplane has non-exclusive occupancy, why would a jet-boat business operating on the river not also 
have non-exclusive occupancy? If it provides any clarification, the way I thought the bill was presented in the second 
reading speech is that licence agreements would be granted only for businesses with a related approved development. 
I wonder what development was required for the seaplane to operate. I assume the business has a mooring, berth 
or something that required development to be undertaken and that the other 66 businesses do not have a development 
that they are required to utilise. I can maybe understand the zip-line business because of the development on the 
bridge for the zip-line. Can the parliamentary secretary explain what that development might have been that classified 
it as non-exclusive occupancy? 
Hon DARREN WEST: These licences have been created because, in the first instance, there is no development, 
but, moving forward, future developments will need a licence. It is a transitional-type arrangement. All existing 
developments have permits, but, going forward, future new developments will need a licence. The two businesses 
that the member mentioned were issued licences because they are relatively new and did not require any development. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: That clarifies that. Existing developments will not require a licence going forward. All 
that has been ticked off. We have 66 operators, some with a development and some without, I assume. Maybe they 
all have a development of some type. Maybe I will ask the questions one at a time. Of the 66 operators who will 
move to having a permit, do they have an existing development that, if they were to start now, would trigger this 
non-exclusive occupancy component of the bill? 
Hon DARREN WEST: No. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: The two businesses that the parliamentary secretary talked about have plans for development 
and that is why they made representation to the government as part of the requirement for the carve out. Is that correct? 
Hon DARREN WEST: They did not make any approaches or representations to the government, but they had an 
existing licence, and to make the transition seamless, they will remain on a licence, but all the others will transfer 
to permits. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: I can only assume that those licences already have a provision for further development 
within the terms of the licence. Is that what the parliamentary secretary is saying?  
Hon DARREN WEST: The licence is more about enabling the activity than the development. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: So the licence is more about enabling the activity than the development. The parliamentary 
secretary is saying that the licence agreements are only granted when they relate to an approved development, so 
there is obviously some approved development already in that — 
Hon Darren West: By way of interjection, member, that is correct moving forward. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: I understand that the parliamentary secretary wants to move on, but I just need to clarify 
one thing. Can the parliamentary secretary tell me whether for the other 66 activities, no approved development 
will require a licence going forward? 
Hon DARREN WEST: They will not have a licence. They will have a permit. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: I assume that the answer to my question is that there will be no further development. 
I am struggling to understand why one is required to have a licence going forward when there is a requirement to 
have development. I will move on, because I have made my point. 
With regard to the streamlining component, in the government’s own words, there is a need to encourage investment 
in Western Australia. That is one reason why we support this bill because we, on this side of the chamber, are all 
about responsible investment. But we also see a trend occurring within this government with the interaction between 
various pieces of legislation that will use a head of power to manage a development control area, as found in 
a provision in the Planning and Development Act. The second reading speech states that the amendment bill will 
streamline processes when the development control area is changed. We agreed with changing the process. We 
understand that it will now entirely rely on the processes within the Western Australian Planning Commission under 
the Planning and Development Act. Will the process of removing that requirement for the Minister for Environment 
to conduct further consultation result in a different type of consultation that might potentially impact stakeholders? 
Hon DARREN WEST: Future developments will have to go through the WAPC planning process under the 
Planning and Development Act anyway. If the Minister for Environment feels that he wants to do further consultation 
as a result of that, he or she can do that. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: But this is about amending the development control area. If we were to amend the 
development control area, particularly if we were to excise components of it, normally these two parallel processes 
would operate. If we are going to change the boundaries of the development control area, will we be entirely reliant 
on sections 112 to 118 of the Planning and Development Act? To make sure that I am in the right spot, this is the part 
of the Planning and Development Act that refers to development in planning control areas. Is that correct? 
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Hon DARREN WEST: This is, again, part of the streamlining process. The WAPC has a tried and true consultation 
process. We are saying that it is not compulsory to repeat that consultation process. That is a decision for the minister. 
If the minister is satisfied that the WAPC process is adequate, the operator is not required under this act to duplicate 
that process. Again, it comes back to streamlining the duplications within the process, given that a rigorous 
consultation process is already in play. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: As part of drafting the bill, was any feedback received from sectors of the environmental 
movement about this specific change? 
Hon DARREN WEST: The Swan River Trust was consulted twice with involvement from community 
representatives and there was plenty of opportunity to give feedback. The Swan River Trust supports the bill. 
Consultation also happened with other government agencies that are involved with the Swan and Canning Rivers. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: Were any concerns raised about the removal of the role of the Minister for Environment 
within the process? 
Hon DARREN WEST: No. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: That is very heartening. I am pleased. I may discuss the second part of my question in 
committee under this specific clause, but I will flag with the parliamentary secretary an element within the existing 
development control area that ties back to this issue of licences. Section 115(1) of the Planning and Development Act 
states — 

A person who wishes to commence and carry out development in a planning control area may apply to 
the local government in the district of which the planning control area is situated for approval of that 
development. 

Will the local authority still be required to provide that approval for the development control area for the Swan 
and Canning Rivers? 
Hon DARREN WEST: Can I ask the member to reframe that question? We are not quite sure what he means by 
“local authority” and whether he is referring to this bill or the Planning and Development Act. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: I am referring to the Planning and Development Act because it is relevant to this debate on 
clause 1. As part of the Swan and Canning development control area, we are looking to amend the way that is amended—
that is doublespeak, but that is exactly what it is. We are looking to change the way the boundaries of that development 
control area are effectively changed. It is important to note that currently under that development control area, a person 
who commences or wishes to commence development in that area needs to make an application to local government. 
We have people here who know all about how the specific Swan and Canning control area operates, which operates 
under this part of the Planning and Development Act. To do any development, one may apply to local government for 
that development approval. Does that currently apply within the context of the Swan and Canning development area? 
Hon DARREN WEST: The question is still a little obscure. Perhaps I can help by saying that the final decision 
on development within the Swan and Canning DCA rests with the Minister for Environment. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: We might make it through to 4.30 pm yet. I put on notice that when we get to clause 5, 
I will want to burrow down more deeply into this specific issue because clause 5 refers to an amendment to the 
metropolitan region scheme as approved under the Planning and Development Act. The essence of my question is: 
is the current requirement of local government to be involved in the development and applications within the Swan 
and Canning development control area important? As I mentioned earlier, if I took a cynical mind on this, having 
a more streamlined process to excise bits from that planning control area might impact to some extent the way 
decisions are then made about development—for example, the development of a facility such as a health spa in 
Nedlands and whether that would have an impact if the government then sought to take out a particular area from 
the Swan and Canning development control area. I am curious whether the Tawarri hot springs proposal sits within 
the Swan and Canning development control area.  
Hon DARREN WEST: Yes, as far as we are aware. We look forward to clause 5 with even more anticipation! 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: I have caught only part of this discussion. In my second reading contribution I noted 
something that is identified by the government itself about the transition arrangements. The 68 operators that currently 
operate under a dual permit and licence regime will transition across, except for the operators of the Matagarup Bridge 
zip-line and the Swan River seaplane. Forgive me, but I did not quite hear this: can the parliamentary secretary 
explain again why those two operators are not captured by the transition? 
Hon DARREN WEST: This has been extensively canvassed by Hon Neil Thomson. Essentially, these two licences 
were negotiated arrangements and to make them seamless, we have transferred them to licences and they will 
continue. All the other existing longer term arrangements will transfer to permits. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Presumably, the arrangements as they apply will continue to apply to the operators of the 
zip-line and the Swan River seaplane. For how long are their licences valid? At the conclusion of the term of those 
licences, will they transition into this new set of arrangements or will they continue to be carved out? 
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Hon DARREN WEST: We think it is 10 years and then they will transfer again onto licences but we will clarify 
that and I will inform the member if it is different.  

Hon TJORN SIBMA: I thank the parliamentary secretary for following up on that. I look forward to that reply. 
I suppose the other dimension to this is obviously whether any circumstances might arise in the future in which 
a particular class of activity or business operation will necessitate both the licence and the permit being granted, 
or will it be the case from the commencement of this legislation, once it passes, that all future commercial operations 
will be captured by this streamlined approach? Might there potentially be some outliers? 

Hon DARREN WEST: This will remove the duplication. If there are future applications to access and use, they 
will be on permits, but there will not be duplicate licences and permits required. 

Hon TJORN SIBMA: I thank the parliamentary secretary. Again, forgive me because I was detained on urgent 
parliamentary business, conferring on other matters of government business, but we previously dealt with the new 
regulation-making head power for the CEO of the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions. Does 
that not already exist insofar as licences are concerned? Is there actually a genuine need to create a new, additional 
head power, or could that regulation-making power be perpetuated as it is currently exercised without the creation 
of a new one? 

Hon DARREN WEST: This is about additional clarity between a licence and a permit, so we deemed it necessary. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: I refer to the hypothetical hot springs development. I think it is good to use an example 
like that because it helps us understand how this legislation might impact. As far as my understanding of the 
Planning and Development Act is concerned, under the current arrangements a person who wishes to commence 
and carry out development has to make an application to the local government, so the development application goes 
to the local government. For the sake of Hansard, that falls under section 115 of the Planning and Development Act. 
Under section 116, the commission may approve or refuse a section 115 application, so then it goes up to the 
Western Australian Planning Commission for approval or refusal. That will apply under that planning control area 
because it is part of the massive estate called the Swan and Canning Rivers development control area. Under the 
parallel legislation, the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Act, there would also have to be a double application. 
If the proponent says that they want to develop a hot spring spa or whatever on the water, or close to it, there will 
have to be a licence and permit. Those are the current arrangements.  

When this bill is passed, it is my understanding that two pathways will be able to be applied. Firstly, I do not 
think there is any change to the pathway with regard to a development like that on the river, if it stays within the 
Swan and Canning development control area—no change whatsoever, because a licence and a permit will still be 
required. That will therefore require the Minister for Environment to consult and the planning commissioner to 
approve. It will also require consideration by local government. That is my first point. I ask the parliamentary 
secretary to please clarify this, because these are technical things, and I am trying to work out what is actually 
going on here. If there is a desire by the state government to progress that application with less red tape, the 
commission would take action. I guess I am asking how this will work under the new arrangements for the changing 
of the boundaries of the development control area. I assume the commission would be required to undertake the 
appropriate process, so there is no role for the Minister for Environment.  

Firstly, would a development on the river like hot springs require a licence, a permit, consideration by local 
government and approval by the commission? 

Hon DARREN WEST: I am unable to answer any questions about the Planning and Development Act, but I can tell 
the member that the final decision about any development within the development control area of the Swan and 
Canning Rivers rests with the Minister for Environment. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: Does that final decision rest with the provision of a licence or a permit? 

Hon DARREN WEST: Sorry, I was trying to listen to the member and the advisers at the same time. Could the 
member repeat the question? 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: Does the mechanism for the final decision rest through the provisions for both a licence 
and/or a permit? 

Hon DARREN WEST: No. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: How does the Minister for Environment make a final decision on a development approval 
like that within the development control area? 

Hon DARREN WEST: Under part 5 of the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Act. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: If the commission decides in its wisdom to excise part of the development control 
area, could it be done without consideration by the Minister for Environment? I am not talking about whether 
this has been discussed in cabinet, just whether, from a legislative point of view, that would solely rest with the 
Western Australian Planning Commission. 
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Hon DARREN WEST: That is quite hypothetical. We are not really across the technical aspects of the Planning and 
Development Act; we are discussing the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Amendment Bill 2022. I must say, 
I think I have probably exhausted this line of inquiry. The final decision for developments within the development 
control area rests with the Minister for Environment.  
Hon NEIL THOMSON: I appreciate that. If the parliamentary secretary does not mind, I will just refer to the 
second reading speech. I think it is really important to stretch this point. We have read this before; I understand 
that we do not have advisers from the Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage, but there are a lot of interactions 
between different bits of legislation in this bill. In fact, I would suggest that there might be interactions with the 
Land Administration Act and the Public Works Act as well. Who knows? There might be a whole range of other 
acts. It all comes down to where the second reading speech states — 

The bill will amend section 13 to remove the requirement for the Minister for Environment to conduct 
further consultation on changes to the development control area …  

Maybe the parliamentary secretary can help me and clarify what “to conduct further” means? If I can help the 
parliamentary secretary to focus just on the role of the Minister for Environment rather than the role of the 
Planning and Development Act, this is what was said in the second reading speech — 

The bill will amend section 13 to remove the requirement for the Minister for Environment to conduct 
further consultation on changes to the development control area … 

Will the Minister for Environment be involved at all? That is my simple question. 
Hon DARREN WEST: Just to be clear again, the Western Australian Planning Commission will conduct its own 
consultation process. It is extensive and quite exhaustive and is a tried and true consultation process. At the end of 
that, should the minister choose to do further consultation, he or she will have the capacity to do so under this 
legislation, but will not be required to do so. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: Maybe it could be clarified by adding a little extra to the second reading speech. Will 
the Minister for Environment have an approval requirement for changes to the development control area? Will the 
Minister for Environment have a say? I am not talking about consultation. It is the bit that is missing here. Will 
the Minister for Environment have a say over the changes to the development control area? 
Hon DARREN WEST: Yes. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: Under what provision will the minister have a say on that? Could the parliamentary 
secretary help me? 
Hon DARREN WEST: Yes, according to section 13 of the act. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: I will probably have a look at that a bit more, but I have some further questions on clause 1. 
The issue is in relation to some of the other activities that occur on the river, such as Department of Transport 
activities. It has a role in relation to moorings when people have their boats parked up on the river. Will they be 
subject to these permits or will this apply only to the commercial operators operating on the river? 
Hon DARREN WEST: The member is right; they will be dealt with quite separately. This legislation deals with, 
for example, operators of charter vessels, hire vessels and surf skis. Those sorts of operators operating on the river 
will be covered under this legislation. Moorings come under a separate piece of legislation. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: In a similar vein, I would suggest that Royal Perth Yacht Club and those sorts of outfits 
on the river would have exclusive possession in relation to the activities. They will not be affected at all by anything. 
I assume they will not require a licence to operate. Is that correct? 
Hon DARREN WEST: I am very impressed with the member’s knowledge of yacht clubs. Yes; they will not be 
included under this legislation. They are not one of the 66 operators and will not be included under these permits; 
they have lease arrangements. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: Lease arrangements will not be affected at all. That is a separate process completely. 
There are probably a number of leases that are applied for under management orders with the Department of 
Transport, for example. I am thinking of the Department of Transport leases on the foreshore at Elizabeth Quay. 
I think there is a nice restaurant there that is managed by the Department of Transport. It will be completely outside 
the scope of the requirements of these particular provisions. 
Hon DARREN WEST: The member is correct. 
Hon NEIL THOMSON: In the hope of trying to truncate some of the discussion on further provisions, I note that 
there is a provision in relation to the waiver of liability by licensees. This came up in discussion about the need for 
insurance. One of the provisions that has been put into the bill is to do with the waiver by the licensee of any 
liability in tort that may be incurred by the CEO, the trust and the state in connection with the occupation of the 
land and waters to which the licence agreement relates or a relevant activity. What effect will the waiver have on 
indemnity as agreed to under that provision? 
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Hon DARREN WEST: All licence holders and permit holders will be required under this legislation to hold insurance. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: I am talking about the specific waiver of liability by the CEO. It seems that that could 
be a negotiated provision. Does the parliamentary secretary anticipate that that will be a requirement for all licensees? 

Hon DARREN WEST: Yes. 

Committee interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 

[Continued on page 458.] 

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 

GRIFFIN COAL 

90. Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS to the minister representing the Minister for State Development, Jobs 
and Trade: 

I refer to question without notice 2 asked on 14 February 2023 and the answer that states — 

The government is currently engaging with a number of parties, including the receivers and managers of 
Griffin Coal and its lenders. 

That was to negotiate the extension of the Collie Coal (Griffin) state agreement, which is due to expire at the end 
of June 2023. 

(1) Besides the receivers and managers of Griffin Coal and its lenders, what other parties, entities, companies 
or individuals is the government negotiating with on the Collie Coal (Griffin) state agreement? 

(2) In what format is the engagement on the state agreement taking place with the receivers and managers of 
Griffin Coal and its lenders? 

(3) In what format is the state engaging with the other entities associated with the Griffin Coal state agreement? 

(4) What is the government’s “preferred approach” to facilitate the continuation of coalmining operations? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied: 

I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 

(1)–(4) Commercial discussions between the state and Griffin Coal’s receivers, lenders and customers are ongoing. 
Government will provide an update on a preferred approach once commercial discussions are further 
progressed. As part of the Griffin Coal commercial discussions, government has met with Griffin Coal’s 
receivers, lenders and customers. 

GRIFFIN COAL 

91. Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS to the minister representing the Minister for State Development, Jobs 
and Trade: 

Members might recognise a trend. I refer to question without notice 2 asked on 14 February 2023 and the answer, 
which states — 

The government is currently engaging with a number of parties, including the receivers and managers of 
Griffin Coal and its lenders. 

That was to negotiate the extension of the Collie Coal (Griffin) state agreement, which is due to expire at the end 
of June 2023. 

(1) Who specifically is representing the lenders to Griffin Coal in the negotiations? 

(2) Is ICICI Bank part of these negotiations or being consulted on the negotiations? 

(3) If yes to (2), with which person or persons representing ICICI Bank is the government negotiating? 

(4) Has either the Indian company Sindhu Trade Links or its Australian subsidiary Oceania Resources been 
involved in the negotiations in any way? 

(5) If yes to (4), will the minister please specify that involvement? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied: 

I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 

(1)–(5) Commercial discussions between the state and Griffin Coal’s receivers, lenders and customers are ongoing. 
The government will provide an update on a preferred approach once commercial discussions are further 
progressed. As part of the Griffin Coal commercial discussions, the government has met with representatives 
of ICICI Bank and Oceania Resources as lenders to Griffin Coal. 
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TRAIN SERVICES — PATRONAGE 
92. Hon TJORN SIBMA to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Transport: 
I refer to current levels of patronage on the various train service lines. 
(1) What proportion of pre-COVID patronage is now observable on the following — 

(a) the Armadale line; 
(b) the Fremantle line; 
(c) the Joondalup line; 
(d) the Mandurah line; and 
(e) the Midland line? 

(2) To what degree has total patronage recovered against system utilisation prior to COVID, and what is the 
contribution of the airport line to this recovery? 

Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 
(1)–(2) Transperth train patronage figures for each line are published in the Public Transport Authority’s annual 

reports and on the Public Transport Authority website. To further assist the member, I table a media 
statement, “Public transport patronage bouncing back in WA”, dated 18 December 2022. I think that media 
statement includes the figures the member wants, but if it does not and the reference to a website is 
a problem, I will get that tabled for the member. 

[See paper 2034.] 
SCHOOL HEALTH NURSES 

93. Hon DONNA FARAGHER to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Health: 
I refer to school health nurses employed by the Department of Health. 
How many school health nurses, by FTE, have been identified as being required to meet current demand for these 
services in both — 

(a) the Child and Adolescent Health Service; and 
(b) the WA Country Health Service? 

Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. To allow for a fulsome and accurate response, an 
answer will be provided on 22 February 2023. 

GOVERNOR’S AIDE-DE-CAMP — INSPECTOR PAUL NEWMAN 
94. Hon PETER COLLIER to the minister representing the Minister for Police: 
(1) Does Inspector Paul Newman currently hold any position within Government House or in relation to the 

Governor of Western Australia? 
(2) If yes, what is his role and when did he commence the position? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. The following information has been provided to 
me by Minister for Police. The Western Australia Police Force advises the following. 
(1) Yes. 
(2) He is the aide-de-camp and commenced on 18 October 2022. 

MARTUWARRA FITZROY RIVER — SEWAGE SPILL 
95. Hon NEIL THOMSON to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Health: 
I refer to the 47 days it took to stem the flow of raw sewage into the Martuwarra Fitzroy River. 
(1) Was the Minister for Health notified by the waste service provider of the sewer spill? 
(2) If yes to (1), on what date was the minister notified? 
(3) Upon notification, did the Department of Health follow the Wastewater overflow notification and response 

procedures 2021? 
(4) If yes to (3), did an officer acting on behalf of the Department of Health visit the scene of the spill to 

ensure procedures were implemented by the waste service provider? 
(5) If yes to (4), when did that officer arrive on the scene? 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4112034cbeae5c63d993822c4825895e0007e6b6/$file/tp-2034.pdf
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Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. To allow for a fulsome and accurate response, an 
answer will be provided on 22 February 2023. 

I will just make the point that there is a four-hour period within which answers have to be provided. When a question 
requires them to check the conduct of a particular officer who may or may not be contactable during that period, 
it can be difficult to get an answer. But the minister has said she will get an answer to the member tomorrow. 

CLIVE PALMER — LEGAL ACTION 

96. Hon JAMES HAYWARD to the Leader of the House representing the Premier: 
I refer to the costs incurred by WA taxpayers caused by the Premier’s defamatory statements relating to Clive Palmer. 

(1) Did anyone coerce or compel the Premier to make defamatory statements about Clive Palmer? 

(2) Does the Premier regret publicly calling Mr Palmer an enemy of the state? 

(3) What benefits have WA taxpayers gained from the approximately $2 million spent on legal proceedings 
defending the statements by the Premier? 

(4) Can the Premier outline in detail how the defamation proceedings involving Clive Palmer directly 
resulted in saving WA taxpayers $30 billion? 

Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
(1)–(4) The Premier detailed matters regarding Clive Palmer’s numerous legal actions last year. As the Premier 

has said, he wishes Western Australia never had to deal with the legal action brought on by Clive Palmer. 
However, it is crucial that, as a state government, we stand up for our state. Clive Palmer has a history of 
bringing costly legal actions against Western Australia, as well as against people whose job it is to defend 
the interests of our state. As well as attempting to sue Western Australians for approximately $30 billion, 
Clive Palmer attempted to tear down our border at the height of the pandemic, which would have caused 
deadly health outcomes and economic devastation for the whole state. 

ALCOA — BAUXITE — SERPENTINE DAM 

97. Hon Dr BRAD PETTITT to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Environment: 
I refer to Alcoa’s proposal to expand bauxite mining operations next to the Serpentine Dam and its 2023–27 mining 
and management plan—the MMP. 

(1) Has the MMP, or any part thereof, been referred to the Department of Water and Environmental 
Regulation or the Environmental Protection Authority for assessment? 

(2) If yes to (1) — 

(a) what part of the MMP was referred; 

(b) for what level of assessment and by which agency; 

(c) how many hectares of land was considered; and 

(d) will public submissions be invited? 

(3) Will the minister please table the map showing the area that Alcoa proposes to clear for mining under its 
2023–27 MMP? 

Hon DARREN WEST replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. On behalf of the Minister for Environment, I provide 
the following answer. 

(1) The 2023–27 mining and management plan has not been referred to the Environmental Protection 
Authority or the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation for assessment under part IV of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1986. 

(2) Not applicable. 

(3) As the mining and management plan process is managed under a state agreement, please refer the question 
to the Minister for State Development, Jobs and Trade. 

SANTOS — OIL SPILL 

98. Hon WILSON TUCKER to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Environment: 
I refer to evidence tabled in federal Parliament last week alleging a cover-up by Santos of the extent of an oil spill 
off the Western Australian coast. 
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(1) It is reported that the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions requested Santos to 
recover a dolphin carcass for examination. Is it standard practice to rely on the perpetrator of an oil spill 
to provide relevant evidence of the ecological impact of that oil spill? 

(2) When Santos was unable to recover the dolphin carcass, did DBCA conduct any monitoring or assessment 
of its own? 

(3) Is DBCA satisfied that Santos accurately reported the impact of its oil spill? 
(4) Since the tabling of evidence of an alleged cover-up, has DBCA begun an independent assessment of the 

ecological impact of the oil spill? 
Hon DARREN WEST replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. On behalf of the Minister for Environment, 
I provide the following answer. 
(1)–(4) Santos notified the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions at about 2.00 pm on 

20 March 2022 that three deceased dolphins had been observed within 200 metres of the tanker in the 
vicinity of the slick. About an hour after the notification, DBCA officers requested Santos attempt to 
retrieve at least one of the dolphin carcasses for the purpose of examination; however, the dolphins were 
unable to be located when a vessel was mobilised later that day. A search resumed the next morning, but 
the dolphin carcasses were not found.  
On 21 March 2022, DBCA officers surveyed the spill area in a DBCA vessel. An additional DBCA patrol 
was conducted on 22 March 2022 around the group of islands between Varanus Island and Barrow Island. 
No dead or distressed animals were observed during this patrol. 
DBCA continued to liaise with Santos on post-spill wildlife monitoring plans and observations of 
potential impacts to wildlife. DBCA does not have any current evidence to support that the dolphin deaths 
were caused by the oil spill, and there has been no further compliance action in relation to this matter. 
The Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety is the lead agency regarding this incident, and 
DBCA continues to work with DMIRS on this matter. 

DEMENTIA 
99. Hon Dr BRIAN WALKER to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Health: 
I refer the minister to statistics published by Dementia Australia suggesting that as many as 69 000 Western Australians 
will suffer from dementia by 2050, almost doubling the approximately 37 000 sufferers currently recorded in just 
a quarter of a century. 
(1) What active work is being undertaken under the auspices of the Department of Health to tackle, and 

ideally reduce, the prevalence of dementia in Western Australia? 
(2) Is the minister aware of recent research out of the Salk Institute for Biological Studies in California that 

suggests that cannabinol, or CBN, a relatively unexplored compound naturally found in cannabis, can 
help to protect brain cells from ageing and could potentially treat dementia? 

(3) If cannabis and its derivatives are not being actively considered as viable treatment options at this time, 
will the minister take on board this new research and request their inclusion in any suite of potential 
measures going forward? 

Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. To allow for a fulsome and accurate response, an 
answer will be provided on 22 February 2023. 

LIQUOR CONTROL ACT — LICENSED PREMISES 
100. Hon SOPHIA MOERMOND to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Racing 

and Gaming: 
I refer to the Liquor Control Act 1988. 
(1) What is the current number of off-licence premises in WA? 
(2) What is the current number of licensed premises in WA? 
Hon DARREN WEST replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. On behalf of the Minister for Racing and Gaming, 
I provide the following answer. 
(1) There is no off-licence category in Western Australia. 
(2) There are currently 5 553 licensed premises in WA. 
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KIMBERLEY FLOODS — DISASTER RECOVERY FUNDING ARRANGEMENTS 
101. Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE to the Minister for Emergency Services: 
I refer to the activation of disaster recovery funding arrangements in response to tropical cyclone Ellie and 
associated flooding. 
(1) Can the minister please table the state government request to the Australian government for disaster 

recovery funding arrangements activation? 
(2) Can the minister please table the Australian government’s response in relation to (1)? 
(3) How many applications have been made for the WA freight resupply subsidy for essential consumer goods? 
(4) Is the minister aware of the need to support freight exports from the Kimberley region, and is he considering 

extending support for this purpose? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. This answer was current as of 16 February. 
(1) The process for requesting disaster recovery funding arrangements activation happens at a departmental 

level, as a preliminary notification to the commonwealth government. I table the attached DRFA notification 
form. 

(2) I table the attached DRFA WA eligible disaster proclamation notification. 
(3) As at 16 February 2023, 33 applications had been received. 
(4) The Western Australian state government is investigating the necessary support packages for the 

Kimberley region. 
[See paper 2035.] 

DOUGLAS CRABBE — RELEASE 
102. Hon NICK GOIRAN to the parliamentary secretary representing the Attorney General: 
I refer to the Attorney General’s decision to approve the release of one of Australia’s most notorious mass murderers 
into a pre-release resocialisation program. 
(1) Is the Attorney General aware that Douglas Crabbe is currently serving five life sentences?  
(2) Did the Attorney General consult with any of the victims and their families prior to making this decision? 
(3) Will the Attorney General table the most recent briefing note or similar document that he has received 

about Mr Crabbe, in either an unredacted or a redacted form? 
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN replied: 
I thank the member for some notice of the question. The following information has been provided to me by the 
Attorney General. 
(1) By means of clarification, Mr Crabbe is currently serving one life sentence for the murder of five people. 
(2) In considering the board’s recommendation regarding a prisoner’s participation in a resocialisation program, 

the Attorney General considers the release consideration in section 5A(d) of the Sentence Administration 
Act 2003, which includes “issues for any victim of the prisoner if the prisoner is released, including any 
matter raised in a victim’s submission”. 

It is not possible to provide the member with a response to part (3) within the time available. An answer will be 
provided in the next sitting week. 

DRAFT FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN 2024–2033 
103. Hon STEVE MARTIN to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Environment: 
I refer to the draft forest management plan. 
(1) In total, how many cubic metres of timber will be made available to — 

(a) sawmill operations; 
(b) firewood contractors; 
(c) furniture manufacturers; 
(d) heritage builders; and 
(e) others? 

(2) When will those in (1) be informed of the contract process? 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4112035c0b11e0bf73a094414825895e0007e6b7/$file/tp-2035.pdf
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Hon DARREN WEST replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. On behalf of the Minister for Environment, I provide 
the following answer. 
(1)–(2) The draft Forest management plan 2024–2033 provides for ecological thinning to support forest health 

and resilience as the landscape becomes drier and warmer. The overall scale and location of ecological 
thinning will be driven by forest health, not timber production. An allocation process for timber arising 
from ecological thinning and approved mine site clearing will be undertaken by the Forest Products 
Commission following the release of the Forest management plan 2024–2033. 

GRIFFIN COAL 
104. Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS to the minister representing the Minister for State Development, Jobs 

and Trade: 
I refer to my question without notice 31 of 15 February 2023, in answer to which the minister said, in part — 

… it is the government’s intention to recover the funds provided to Griffin’s managers and receivers as 
part of any longer term commercial arrangements. It is intended that the payments will be recovered from 
additional revenue as a result of increased prices paid for coal when new commercial arrangements are 
in place. 

(1) Will the government be extending to Synergy coal supplier Premier Coal an equivalent coal pricing 
revision to the proposed increased Griffin Coal pricing? 

(2) If no to (1), why not? 
(3) In relation to Griffin Coal, what modelling, assessment or analysis has the government undertaken in 

establishing a “fair” price for coal? 
(4) What will be the cost implications on residential, rural and commercial energy consumers as a result of 

“increased prices paid for coal when new commercial arrangements are in place”? 
(5) What will be the implications to state budgetary costings and projections as a result of “increased prices 

paid for coal when new commercial arrangements are in place”? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied: 
I thank the Leader of the Opposition for some notice of the question. The following answer is provided on behalf 
of the Minister for State Development, Jobs and Trade. 
(1)–(2) No decision has been made on this matter. 
(3) Commercial discussions between the state and Griffin Coal’s receivers, lenders and customers are ongoing. 

The government will provide an update once commercial discussions are further progressed. 
(4)–(5) The government will assess the potential impacts on electricity prices, customers and the budget as it 

progresses this work. 
METRONET — NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENTS 

105. Hon TJORN SIBMA to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Transport: 
I refer to the administration of, and governance arrangements for, the suite of Metronet projects. 
How many non-disclosure agreements have been entered into by parties, including contractors, subcontractors, 
local government authorities and others, regarding Metronet? 
Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 
This information cannot be provided in the required time frame. I ask that the member please place this question 
on notice. 

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SERVICE — SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS 
106. Hon DONNA FARAGHER to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Health: 
I refer to the metropolitan Child Development Service. 
What is the current median wait time to access a speech pathologist through this service for children in the primary 
years of schooling? 
Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 
The answer is 12.2 months. 
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CORONAVIRUS — RAPID ANTIGEN TESTS 
107. Hon PETER COLLIER to the Leader of the House representing the Premier: 
(1) How many rapid antigen tests, or RATs, in total were procured by the Western Australian government? 
(2) How many of the RATs referred to in (1) have been distributed by the Western Australian government? 
(3) Of the remaining RATs not distributed, what is their final use-by date? 
Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 
(1) There were 110.7 million rapid antigen tests procured. 
(2) There were 69.9 million test kits distributed. 
(3) Of the remaining test kits, 2.4 million expire by June 2023, with the remainder having a final use-by date 

of December 2024. 
POLICE — ASSAULTS AGAINST — KIMBERLEY 

108. Hon NEIL THOMSON to the minister representing the Minister for Police: 
I note that the publicly available data from the Western Australia Police Force’s own website, under the Time Series 
menu, shows that a record number of 164 police officers were assaulted in the Kimberley in 2022. 
(1) How many people were charged with the crime of assaulting a police officer in 2022? 
(2) How many of the people identified in the answer to (1) have had their cases heard? 
(3) How many of the people identified in the answer to (1) have been imprisoned? 
(4) How many of the people identified in the answer to (1) are juveniles? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied: 
I thank the member for some notice of the question. The following information has been provided to me by the 
Minister for Police. The Western Australia Police Force advises the following. 
(1) The number of people charged was 96, noting that assaulting a police officer includes an application of 

any force ranging from spitting, slapping and kicking to punching and more physical acts. 
(2)–(3) The Western Australia Police Force cannot provide an answer to the outcome of prosecutions. This question 

should be directed to the Attorney General. 
(4) Of those, 32 are juveniles. 
There is a range of notes. They are — 

1. Statistics are provisional and subject to revision. 
2. Statistics are a distinct count of offenders who were processed for the offence ‘Assault Police Officer’ 

that occurred in the Kimberley District and reported between 1 January 2022 and 31 December 2022. 
3. Statistics for ‘Assault Police Officer’ offences include all offences categorised as ‘Assault’ in 

standard crime statistics reporting … 
The rest of the notes are quite long and I seek leave to have the rest of the response incorporated into Hansard. 
[Leave granted for the following material to be incorporated.] 

4. Processing an offender for an offence does not necessarily mean the person was subsequently formally charged or convicted 
of the offence. Processed offender outcomes include, but are not limited to, arrest, summonsed, juvenile caution, and 
various types of infringements. 

5. Counting Rules have been applied which exclude facilitation and duplication offences in specific circumstances. These 
rules are applied to certain reporting categories (typically those known to have been prone to over-recording of offences 
historically) in order to provide a more accurate picture of crime volumes and trends. The counting rules will exclude 
those offenders who have only facilitation or duplication offences. 

6. As a person’s recorded date of birth may be updated over time, a person’s age is based on the most recent information 
recorded against that person’s primary identifier in Incident Management System (IMS) and may be different to information 
recorded for the person at the time of they are processed. 

7. Young offenders are offenders between the ages of 10 and 17 (inclusive) at the time the offence occurred. 
 

FIREARMS — OWNERS — MENTAL HEALTH ASSESSMENTS 
109. Hon JAMES HAYWARD to the minister representing the Minister for Police: 
I refer to plans to require mental health checks for gun owners. 
(1) Noting the Premier’s concerns expressed in a PerthNow article of 21 May 2018 titled “Premier Mark 

McGowan wary of mandatory mental health reporting regime for gun owners”, how will the minister 
address the issues and problems raised by the Premier? 
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(2) Of the 20 gun-related deaths referenced by the minister in his media release of 5 February 2023, how 
many were classified as — 
(a) suicides; 
(b) murder–suicides; 
(c) murders; and 
(d) manslaughter? 

(3) When was the last time a WA police officer was shot with a registered legal firearm? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of this question. The following information has been provided to 
me by the Minister for Police. 
(1) As advised to the honourable member last week, a working group comprising stakeholders within the 

health sector has been established to determine the most effective process for the health assessments, 
including who will be able to conduct them and how often they will be conducted. Advice from this group 
will then inform the legislative drafting. 

(2) (a) The number of suicides is 14; 
(b) the number of murder–suicides is two; 
(c) the number of murders is three; and 
(d) the number of manslaughter deaths is zero. 
One incident remains under investigation. 

(3) The Western Australia Police Force advises that this question is not possible to be answered within the 
required time frame. The honourable member may wish to place the question on notice. 

NATIONAL RENTAL AFFORDABILITY SCHEME 
110. Hon Dr BRAD PETTITT to the minister representing the Minister for Housing: 
I refer to community and media reports of the Department of Communities purchasing properties that are under 
the national rental affordability scheme. 
(1) How many homes that are part of the NRAS has the Department of Communities purchased in the last 

18 months? 
(2) Of the homes in answer to (1), how many NRAS tenants were given notice to vacate and how many were 

allowed to stay in their homes? 
Hon JACKIE JARVIS replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. This answer has been provided to me by the 
Minister for Housing. 
(1)–(2) The national rental affordability scheme is a commonwealth initiative. NRAS properties are privately 

owned and when sold on the private market, the seller will not always disclose that the property was 
formally under NRAS. When the Department of Communities is made aware that the property is an NRAS 
property, and when a tenant remains in situ, the department will work with the tenant on a case-by-case 
basis, including on housing support and transitional arrangements and providing information on their 
housing options and appropriate support services. 

NURSE PRACTITIONERS 
111. Hon WILSON TUCKER to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Health: 
I refer to the recently announced nurse practitioner and team-based care pilot. 
(1) How many nurse practitioners are currently endorsed in Western Australia? 
(2) How will eligibility for the 20 positions be determined? 
(3) How will the positions be distributed between metropolitan and regional locations? 
(4) How will the positions be distributed between autonomous practitioners and practitioners working 

collaboratively within the health system? 
(5) Will the state government contribute funding to expand the program beyond 20 positions? 
Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 
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(1) As at December 2022, 311 nurse practitioners were endorsed in Western Australia. 

(2) Eligibility will be determined through an expression of interest process that will be open to both primary 
care practices and nurse practitioners and will be coordinated by WA Primary Health Alliance in conjunction 
with the Department of Health. 

(3) Distribution will be dependent on the number of potential primary care practices and nurse practitioners 
who apply via the EOI process. 

(4) All eligible primary care practices and nurse practitioners will be encouraged to express interest to 
participate in the program across a variety of primary care settings in WA. 

(5) The state government is working with the WA Primary Health Alliance and the commonwealth to maximise 
the number of nurse practitioners who can participate in the pilot program. 

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES — ALCOHOL RESTRICTIONS 

112. Hon Dr BRIAN WALKER to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Racing 
and Gaming: 

I refer the minister to recent announcements by the Northern Territory government that it intends to hold localised 
votes in its remote communities to ascertain the level of support for alcohol restrictions going forward.  

(1) What restrictions are currently in place in parts of WA to restrict access to alcohol in predominantly 
Indigenous communities? 

(2) What consultation was undertaken before those restrictions were put in place, and what consultation, if 
any, has occurred since? 

(3) Does the McGowan government intend to mirror the actions of our Northern Territory neighbours and allow 
remote WA communities to vote on any future restrictions; and, if not, why not? 

Hon DARREN WEST replied: 

I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. On behalf of the Minister for Racing and Gaming, 
I provide the following answer. 

(1) The Liquor Control Act 1988 provides for Aboriginal communities to request that their local community 
be declared a dry community under section 175, which prohibits the supply, sale and consumption of alcohol 
within a specified area. The community applies for the restriction, and the decision is at the discretion of 
the minister. 

There are currently 26 section 175 communities across the Pilbara, Kimberley and goldfields regions 
of WA. Further liquor restrictions have also been applied to communities within the Kimberley, Pilbara 
and goldfields under section 64 of the act. 

(2) In the first instance, the community must request a section 175 to impose a dry area. Once the request is 
received, consultation is undertaken with the local government, local WA police, and any relevant 
prescribed body corporates, Aboriginal organisations and community elders. Ultimately, the Aboriginal 
corporation with authority over the jurisdiction must provide a majority agreement that the section 175 
be implemented, and stipulate the time period for review. The minister makes a decision based on the 
evidence presented demonstrating the preference of the community. 

(3) Dry communities under section 175 are already initiated at the community’s request. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE AND RESOURCE RECOVERY ACT — LEVY 

113. Hon SOPHIA MOERMOND to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for 
Environment: 

I refer to my question without notice 1010 asked on 25 October 2022. 

(1) Was any of the more than $62 million collected through the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 
in 2021–22 that was not allocated to the WARR account spent on waste projects? 

(2) If not, what was the money spent on? 

Hon DARREN WEST replied: 

I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. On behalf of the Minister for Environment, I provide 
the following answer. 

(1)–(2) The Department of Water and Environmental Regulation retains waste levy revenue not allocated to the 
waste avoidance and resource recovery account to fund its services that are not cost recovered. Any waste 
levy revenue that exceeds the cost of services is returned to consolidated revenue. 
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DISASTER RECOVERY FUNDING ARRANGEMENTS 
114. Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE to the Minister for Emergency Services 
I refer to the independent review into Australia’s disaster recovery funding arrangements. 
(1) Will the state government make a submission to this review? 
(2) Given that the Department of Fire and Emergency Services advised it had “limited capacity to provide 

a comprehensive submission” to the Senate inquiry into Australia’s disaster resilience, how will the minister 
ensure that DFES has adequate capacity to contribute to the independent review? 

(3) What was the total amount of DRFA funds disbursed in WA in 2022? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 
(1) Yes. The Western Australian government will continue to advocate for improvements to disaster recovery 

funding arrangements. 
(2) Commonwealth emergency services ministers secured the review of DRFA through the National Emergency 

Management Ministers’ Meeting. As submissions for the Senate inquiry were requested during the 
high-threat period, DFES remained focused on its response and recovery efforts to ex–tropical cyclone 
Ellie. The review of Australia’s disaster recovery funding arrangements is different from the Senate Select 
Committee on Australia’s Disaster Resilience. 

(3) Total DRFA funding disbursed in 2021–22 was $74 394 807. 
MEMBER FOR KWINANA — UNFAIR DISMISSAL CASE 

115. Hon NICK GOIRAN to the minister representing the Deputy Premier: 
I refer to the decision of the Public Service Appeal Board on 5 January 2023. 
(1) Is the Deputy Premier aware that the senior commissioner found — 

… it has not escaped our attention that as recently as 2 March 2020 the Minister’s Chief of Staff 
had alerted the Minister to a suspicion that the Kwinana electorate office staff had excessive 
amounts of leave accrued and may not have consistently applied for leave that was being taken. 

(2) Who was the minister’s chief of staff on 2 March 2020? 
(3) Was the chief of staff’s alert delivered in written form? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. The following answer has been provided to me by 
the Deputy Premier. 
(1)–(3) The honourable member is referring to the matter regarding the employment of a former electorate 

officer. The former employee appealed to the Public Service Appeal Board contesting the termination of 
her employment. The matter was dismissed by the Public Service Appeal Board on 5 January 2023. 

WA COUNTRY HEALTH SERVICE — STAFF HOUSING 
116. Hon STEVE MARTIN to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Health: 
I refer to the WA Country Health Service asking local governments to supply department staff housing. 
(1) How many properties titled for housing are owned or managed by the department? 
(2) How many of those in (2) are currently being used to house department staff? 
(3) What is the total number of properties required to ensure department staff are adequately housed? 
(4) How many local governments have been told to build their own staff housing and which ones? 
Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. To allow for a fulsome and accurate response, an 
answer will be provided on 22 February 2023. 

GRIFFIN COAL 
117. Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS to the minister representing the Minister for State Development, Jobs 

and Trade: 
I refer to my question without notice 31 of 15 February 2023 about the payment to Griffin Coal’s 
administrators/receivers and the minister’s answer to (4) that states — 

It is not expected that the payments will be recovered from Griffin Coal but will be recovered from new 
commercial arrangements that are yet to be resolved and put in place. 
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(1) Given that the minister suggested that Griffin Coal will not provide the recovered payments, is he 
suggesting a different entity will own and/or manage the current Griffin Coal–owned mine? 

(2) Is the government predicting or preparing for a change in ownership of Griffin Coal? 
(3) If yes to (2), what changes are being predicted or prepared for? 
(4) Given the Collie Coal (Griffin) state agreement is due in such a short time frame, with which of the current 

owners, administrators or liquidators of Griffin Coal is the government prepared to accept a new agreement? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied: 
I thank the Leader of the Opposition for some notice of the question. 
(1)–(4) Commercial discussions between the state and Griffin Coal’s receivers, lenders and customers are 

ongoing. The government will provide an update on a preferred approach once commercial discussions 
are further progressed. 

CORRECTIVE SERVICES — COMMUNITY-BASED ORDERS 
118. Hon TJORN SIBMA to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Corrective Services: 
I refer to the management of community-based orders. 
(1) How many community-based orders are currently in effect across Western Australia? 
(2) What level of resourcing by the Department of Justice is allocated to the management of community-based 

orders? 
(3) How many breaches of community-based orders occurred in the 2022 calendar year? 
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN replied: 
I thank the member for some notice of the question. The following information has been provided to me by the 
Minister for Corrective Services. 
(1) As of midnight 20 February 2023, it was 7 157 orders. 
(2) The following positions are involved in the direct management of offenders on orders in the community: 

36 assistant community corrections officers; 190 community corrections officers; 111 senior community 
corrections officers; 75 youth justice officers; and 47 senior youth justice officers. 
It is noted that other positions exist within adult community corrections and youth justice services that 
provide support and/or manage the above positions to effectively perform their roles and ensure compliance 
with the appropriate standards. 

(3) There were 3 062 breaches. 
CANNABIS — MOSQUITO MITIGATION 

CORONAVIRUS — RAPID ANTIGEN TESTS 
MINISTERIAL AIRCRAFT 

Questions without Notice 70, 79 and 83 — Answers 
HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan — Leader of the House) [5.05 pm]: I gave a partial answer to 
Hon Dr Brian Walker’s question without notice 83 asked last Thursday. I advised the member that I would have 
it checked and provide the response today. I would also like to provide answers Hon Sophia Moermond’s question 
without notice 70 and Hon Neil Thomson’s question without notice 79, also asked last Thursday. I seek leave to 
have the answers incorporated into Hansard. 
[Leave granted for the following material to be incorporated.] 
Question without notice 83 — 
Answer 
(1) No. 
(2) State and local governments collaborate effectively through the Contiguous Local Authorities Group scheme to deliver 

evidence-based, integrated mosquito-management programs to manage mosquito-borne disease risks in Western Australia. 

Question without notice 70 — 
(1)–(4) RATs continue to be provided and made available to the WA health system and the Western Australian community free of charge 

through a variety of distribution channels including schools and pop up sites. 40.8 million RAT kits remain available. 

Question without notice 79 — 
Answer 
(1)–(2) The WA Government Ministerial aircraft were not used during this period. 
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SWAN AND CANNING RIVERS MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT BILL 2022 

Committee 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Chair of Committees (Hon Martin Aldridge) in the chair; 
Hon Darren West (Parliamentary Secretary) in charge of the bill. 

Clause 1: Short title — 

Committee was interrupted after the clause had been partly considered. 

Hon DARREN WEST: Before we were interrupted for questions without notice, Hon Tjorn Sibma asked 
a question that I wanted to clarify. I have received that clarification so I might deal with that now.  

For the zip-line licence, the term is 10 years commencing at the commencement date and expiring at the expiry date. 
The commencement date is 1 March 2021 and the expiry date is 1 March 2031, with a further term for two options 
of five years commencing on the day after the expiry date. For the seaplane, the term is five years commencing on 
the commencement date and expiring on the expiry date. The commencement date is 1 September 2021, or earlier, 
as agreed to in writing by the licensor, and the expiry date is five years from the commencement date or no later 
than 1 December 2026, with a further term of two years commencing on the day after the expiry date. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 2 to 4 put and passed. 

Clause 5: Section 13 amended — 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: We will try to truncate this now that we have satisfied a number of questions, although 
some of the answers could have probably been clearer. I will therefore circle back on a couple of things, and hopefully 
this will not take too long. Clause 5 amends section 13 by inserting proposed subsection (2A) after subsection (2). 
It will provide that subsection (2) does not apply to regulations amending schedule 2 or 3 of the act. This happens 
when amendments to the metropolitan region scheme have been approved under the Planning and Development Act. 
I will not read out all of the insertion, but it is important to understand what this provision effectively carves out. 
Existing section 13(1) states — 

The regulations may amend Schedule 1, 2, 3 or 4 — 

(a) by adding any area to the catchment area, development control area, Riverpark or River reserve … 

It is actually more—just let me read this. I meant to read subsection (2), sorry — 

Before regulations are made for the purposes of … 

Sorry, I will just rephrase that if I may. I am collecting my thoughts here. For the sake of Hansard, the obligation 
is removed from subsection (2) that states — 

Before regulations are made for the purposes of subsection (1) the Minister must consult with — 

This is quite complicated, by the way — 

Before regulations are made for the purposes of subsection (1) the Minister must consult with — 

(a) the Minister for Planning; and 

(b) any other Minister of the Crown that the Minister considers has a relevant interest … 

This would include the Minister for Environment who must consult — 

(c) the local government — 

(i) of the district in which any proposed new boundary is located; and 

… 

(d) any other public authority that has the care, control or management of land likely to be added … 

That was the requirement for the minister to consult. We will take out the minister’s requirement to consult, under 
proposed section 13(2A), on an amendment to the metropolitan region scheme. I am sorry to have to circle back 
on this but there are a lot of requirements to consult on. Proposed subsection (2A) states that subsection (2) will not 
apply to regulations amending schedule 2 or 3 if an amendment to the MRA has been approved. The second reading 
speech states that that is to do with only the planning control area. Is the government fundamentally making a change 
to consultation under section 13(2)(a) to (d) with proposed subsection (2A), and therefore reducing the number of 
people who are likely to be consulted under the act? 

Hon DARREN WEST: Yes, we are making a change because we are removing the requirement for two lots of 
consultation. The Minister for Environment can use the consultation process under the Planning and Development Act. 
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The Minister for Environment then has the discretion about whether to engage in a further round of public consultation. 
The member might be able to think of examples, such as if it were particularly contentious or of an environmental 
nature. They will have the option to do that but will not be required to. Yes, there is a change.  

Hon NEIL THOMSON: I refer to not just change. Will this reduce the number of bodies that are required to 
be consulted? 

Hon DARREN WEST: The same number and composition of groups and bodies would be consulted by the 
Western Australian Planning Commission process. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 6 put and passed. 

Clause 7: Section 32 replaced — 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: Is the definition of non-exclusive occupancy under this clause consistent with non-exclusive 
occupancy that might apply to other matters—for example, the federal government’s non-exclusive arrangements 
under native title? 

Hon DARREN WEST: It is not defined in the act so it takes its ordinary meaning. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: If somebody required a place to store equipment or had an area where there was exclusivity, 
with its ordinary meaning, that could be applied for only under a lease or other arrangement; is that correct? 

Hon DARREN WEST: The member is correct. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: I return to the issue of tort under this clause, which seeks to insert proposed new section 32A, 
“Terms and conditions of licence agreements”. The parliamentary secretary made it clear that there was both the 
indemnity and the waiver of liability and he talked about insurance. Does this mean that everyone who gets a licence 
will be required to give both an indemnity and a waiver? 

Hon DARREN WEST: All licence holders and all permit holders will be required to have the relevant insurances. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 8 to 15 put and passed. 

Title put and passed. 

Report 

Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted. 

Third Reading 

HON DARREN WEST (Agricultural — Parliamentary Secretary) [5.18 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a third time. 

HON NEIL THOMSON (Mining and Pastoral) [5.18 pm]: I raised in my contribution to the second reading 
debate a concern of my suspicious mind about what the government might be up to with some of the changes, 
particularly to the development control area. I will give the government the benefit of the doubt because we support 
the bill, but I cannot say with 100 per cent assuredness that the answers given so far through the Committee of the 
Whole have really been as clear as they could have been in looking at the opportunities that might exist for a shift 
in some of the decision-making, and speeding up decision-making about controversial developments, for example. 
As I said in my contribution to the second reading debate, I have been involved in decision-making in a former 
life with Elizabeth Quay and I understand that things have to move on and we have to do more on the river. There 
are opportunities. We certainly looked to develop our economic activity, but I think it remains to be seen. This is 
really the issue. The proof will be in the pudding, going forward, in how the government projects itself in some of 
the more controversial developments. We have seen a raft of legislative changes in the planning and development 
space, and we will shortly see more with the Land Administration Act and the Public Works Act. 

I think that was worthy of some commentary at the third reading debate stage, simply because I am not convinced 
that the removal of consultation processes that were quite clearly defined to include local government and flipping 
them across to the Planning and Development Act will necessarily make life easier for local governments that 
might be opposed to certain types of developments occurring along the river foreshore. I suppose it comes down 
to who is the guardian of the river and, ultimately, it is the government. In saying that, we support the Swan and 
Canning Rivers Management Amendment Bill 2022 because, ultimately, the government will be responsible for 
the decisions it makes. Thank you. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a third time and passed. 
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DIRECTORS’ LIABILITY REFORM BILL 2022 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 23 November 2022. 
HON TJORN SIBMA (North Metropolitan) [5.22 pm]: What an unstoppable legislative juggernaut we are 
witnessing today! My compliments to Parliamentary Secretary Hon Darren West for being entrusted with the passing 
of a bill that encompasses some pretty sound Liberal Party philosophy! Indeed, the Directors’ Liability Reform 
Bill 2022—which I have the dubious pleasure of addressing in this chamber at this moment—also draws for its 
origins, at least at the state level, on the efforts of the previous Barnett Liberal government, which introduced a bill 
very similar to this back in 2015. It has been eight years; has it been worth the wait? The next 30 to 40 minutes 
will tell! That is to say two things: first of all, I am the opposition lead speaker on this matter of great import; and 
secondly, there is no need to wax lyrical here because, as a principle, this legislation is very overdue. I surmise 
Western Australia might be the recalcitrant jurisdiction in implementing this form of model legislation because it 
arose from the Council of Australian Governments back in 2008, and I will address that in some detail presently. 

First and foremost, it is worthwhile dealing with what this bill is not. It does not seek to amend directors’ duties as 
they are defined under the Corporations Act 2001. Indeed, I rely here on the excellent work of the Standing Committee 
on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review—an excellent and worthy committee that I have been very lucky to 
avoid service on! However, I will not escape forever, and now I am absolutely obliged to read its excellent product. 
As much as we should focus on what this bill attempts to do, we should also focus on what this bill does not deal 
with. If anything, that might expedite the kind of tedious clause 1 debate that we sometimes have to have. My 
commitment to members is that I will not detain them here or derail the government’s legislative agenda any longer 
than necessary. I can feel the enthusiasm! 

I refer to the report tabled, I think, last week by the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review, 
Directors’ Liability Reform Bill 2022. It states at paragraph 1.5 — 

The Bill, if passed, would not affect directors’ general fiduciary duties that are owed to the corporate 
body under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) or other laws. These include the duty to act in good faith in 
the interests of the body and not for improper purposes, duties of care and diligence and the duty to avoid 
conflicts of interest. It would affect only ‘derivative’ personal liability provisions that have been created 
in Western Australian statutes, where officers may be personally criminally liable for offences committed 
by the corporate body. 

The report gets to the purpose of the Directors’ Liability Reform Bill 2022 at paragraph 1.3 — 

to reduce and standardise offences in the Western Australian statute book which impose personal criminal 
liability on officers of bodies corporate for offences committed by those bodies corporate, where those 
officers have failed to take reasonable steps to prevent the body corporate’s offending. 

The phrase “reasonable steps” is a particularly laden one, and we might reflect on the full import of that later on. 
I referred to the origins of this bill; it has as its genesis a bit of microeconomic reform that the Council of Australian 
Governments saw fit to get on with back in 2008. The Council of Australian Governments enunciated six reform 
principles that apply to this piece of legislation, and they are set out at paragraph 4.6 of the report — 

1. Where a corporation contravenes a statutory requirement, the corporation should be held liable 
in the first instance. 

2. Directors should not be liable for corporate fault as a matter of course or by blanket imposition 
of liability across an entire Act. 

The next is also an important term — 

3. A ‘designated officer’ approach to liability is not suitable for general application. 
4. The imposition of personal criminal liability on a director for the misconduct of a corporation 

should be confined to situations where: 

(a) there are compelling public policy reasons for doing so (e.g. in terms of the potential 
for significant public harm that might be caused by the particular corporate offending); 

(b) liability of the corporation is not likely on its own to sufficiently promote compliance; and 

(c) it is reasonable in all the circumstances for the director to be liable having regard to 
factors including: 

i) the obligation on the corporation, and in turn the director, is clear; 

ii) the director has the capacity to influence the conduct of the corporation in 
relation to the offending; and 
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iii) there are steps that a reasonable director might take to ensure a corporation’s 
compliance with the legislative obligation. 

5. Where principle 4 — 
Which I have just outlined — 

is satisfied and directors’ liability is appropriate, directors could be liable where they: 
(a) have encouraged or assisted in the commission of the offence; or 
(b) have been negligent or reckless in relation to the corporation’s offending. 

6. In addition, in some instances, it may be appropriate to put directors to proof — 
That should be “prove” — 

that they have taken reasonable steps to prevent the corporations’ offending if they are not to be 
personally liable. 

To some degree that is a reversal of the onus of proof, but there seems to be some contingency placed around that, 
which I will ask the parliamentary secretary to elaborate on. What I am keen to grasp, potentially by way of a response 
in the second reading reply, is whether—I note the time that has elapsed between the expression of these COAG 
principles in 2008 and the introduction of a similar bill in 2015 that lapsed—any prosecutions or any case law 
relevant to the objects of this bill have been treated differently by virtue of the previous statutory regime being in 
place. I hope that is clear. For example, have there been issues with regard to directors’ liabilities not being fully 
discharged that the state has prosecuted that have been dealt with under the current statute in the period between 
2015 and today, the day on which we are dealing with this bill? 
It is worth taking a slight break there if not to reflect on the duties of directors, but then perhaps to focus more broadly 
or generically on their roles and responsibilities, even though it is not countenanced by this legislation. We do not 
want to inadvertently create an operating regime that acts as a disincentive to directors coming onto boards and 
individuals fulfilling their talent. Sometimes I think we get very risk averse in public discourse as well. We certainly 
do in a political context, but, quite obviously, at least in a corporate context, reward is where the risk resides. We 
have to continue to encourage directors to actually take risks, but obviously there are limits to the kinds of risk-taking 
that any responsible government, be it federal or state, should countenance. 
I go back to some of those very lengthy COAG principles because they are of import here. COAG identified three 
types of directors’ liability provisions and they are as follows. Type 1 provisions provide that the director will be 
presumed to have taken all reasonable steps to prevent the body corporate from committing the offence, and therefore 
they will not be liable, unless the prosecution proves that he or she failed to take all reasonable steps. Type 2 provisions 
provide that a director will be taken to have committed the offence committed by the body corporate, unless he or 
she presents evidence that suggests a reasonable possibility that he or she took all reasonable steps to prevent the 
commission of the offence by the body corporate; and once this evidence is adduced, the prosecution bears the 
onus of proving that the director did not take all reasonable steps. Type 3 provisions require the director to prove 
on the balance of probabilities that he or she took all reasonable steps. 
I reflect again on the fact that some time has elapsed between the presentation of this iteration of the bill and the 
original bill in 2015. The Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review has dealt with this 
issue twice—once when the original bill was read in in 2015 and obviously I have read in an aspect of the most 
recent report. That is not necessarily to admonish the government, but just for the satisfaction of ensuring that we 
are always focused on exemplary governance in this jurisdiction and, when possible, we align with the best efforts 
of other Australian jurisdictions, I am interested in the problematic issue with the long gestation of this second 
version of the bill. I find it very curious, in light of the fact that quite obviously there has been political uniformity 
on this particular matter. There are no politics at stake here, so why could this bill not have been presented in the 
first term of a McGowan government? 
Hon Martin Pritchard: Or in 2015? 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Indeed, but we are now 15 years on from COAG. It is a point worth making. We do have 
these kinds of exchanges, particularly on a Thursday, and it can, on occasion, descend into whataboutism. Frankly, 
this is the seventh year of the McGowan government. Again, this is the low-hanging fruit of reform, and “reform” 
is a word that is used and abused too frequently. The question is: have issues been identified between 2015 and 
the present day that have delayed the chamber’s consideration of this bill? Upon looking at the second reading 
speech, I note that the Attorney General more or less expressed the view that this bill is, in large part, unchanged 
from the previous version, which leads me to ask that question. If the differences between this bill and its previous 
version are largely peripheral or nugatory—they relate to issues of numbering, sequencing and potentially the 
interplay with the introduction of the Work Health and Safety Act a couple of years ago, for example—fair enough. 
But the questions are: Why has it taken so long? Is this bill more or less the same as the bill presented some eight 
years ago? Where there are significant differences, what are those differences and how have they complicated the 
passage of this legislation? 
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As I identified previously, this is not the kind of issue that newspaper editors will spill a lot of ink over. I think we 
all agree that, in theory, this is a pretty sensible, pragmatic and overdue measure, so it was not necessarily my intention 
to attempt to take this into the committee stage, but I think we are obliged to go there now because this bill references 
the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Act, which will be amended by the bill that we have just dealt with 
but has not yet been assented to. I think there is a clause in this bill that will have to be deferred, if I understand 
that correctly. 
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: Postponed. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Postponed; sorry. I seek clarification by way of a response from the parliamentary secretary. 
My understanding is that that will need to be recommitted at some stage, presumably after the recently debated 
bill gets assented to, and it will come back to this chamber in the next parliamentary sitting week. I just want to 
clarify that. 
Hon Sue Ellery: That is correct. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Great; thank you. My humble request of the parliamentary secretary is that he take us through 
the substantial differences between the 2015 version and the 2023 iteration. 
I want to identify some issues of a terminological and potentially even a theoretical nature. I previously identified 
the passage “all reasonable steps” as a phrase laden with some import. It connotes a form of value judgement or 
subjectivity in determining what is reasonable and what is unreasonable. However, there is not a consistent utilisation 
of that full phrase throughout the bill. On some occasions, there is reference to “all reasonable steps” and on other 
occasions, it is just the truncated “reasonable steps”. Does that imply potentially a lowered threshold to be applied 
or is that just an inadvertent consequence of the drafting process? If that could be addressed, and if there is a need 
to fix something, that would of course be welcome. I say that because obviously in the course of all of our lives, 
whether they are dedicated to a corporate enterprise activity or even just in terms of the way that we as individual 
members of Parliament discharge our responsibilities to this chamber, there is a very important distinction between 
an exhaustive fulfilment of duties and responsibilities and getting pretty close to the mark. This is not one of those 
occasions on which it is a distinction without a difference. I think a pretty clear distinction is being made here, 
with the potential of there being some very serious differences in application, particularly to certain individuals 
who have been directors of a corporation. I seek some clarification around that if at all possible. I referred to a 2015 
committee report. It is the committee I have damned with faint praise. I am sure I will pay for that at some stage, 
the universe doing as it must. 
Hon Donna Faragher: You will. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: I will—there you go. Proceeding at pace with a measure of certainty is not too bad; at least 
I know it is coming! That is all right. 
That committee’s first recommendation on the 2015 bill reads — 

… during the Second Reading debate, the Attorney General advise the Legislative Council on the basis 
upon which the content of the audit process of Western Australian legislation against the Council of 
Australian Government’s Principles and Guidelines governing personal liability for corporate fault forms 
part of the deliberative process of Cabinet to support a claim for public interest immunity from disclosure 
to the Parliament. 

I do not know whether that specific issue was germane to that 2015 iteration or whether it is an observation that 
might be equally and validly applied to this version—that is, the 2023 bill. 
Really, that is it—sometimes you have to fulfil your commitments. With that, I rest my speech. I look forward to the 
parliamentary secretary’s reply. If we need to traverse some matters that have been raised or have not been addressed, 
we can do that at clause 1. Other than that, let us deal with this in an orderly fashion. 
HON MATTHEW SWINBOURN (East Metropolitan — Parliamentary Secretary) [5.41 pm] — in reply: 
Thank you, Deputy President. 
Hon Tjorn Sibma: Take your time. 
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I will make some points. I thank the honourable member for his contribution 
and gracious support of this bill. He raised a number of matters in his contribution to the second reading debate, 
which I will try to address to the extent that I can, noting that we must go into Committee of the Whole because of 
the matter that was flagged in the honourable member’s speech on the need to postpone some clauses, which we can 
only do in committee. I must admit that I did not quite get the full thrust of what the honourable member was saying 
on a couple of points. It was no fault of the Hon Tjorn Sibma; I was distracted by the messages I was receiving. If 
I do not cover something the member raised in his contribution, we can deal with it in committee. I might add that 
I will have to leave on urgent parliamentary business after the dinner break but the more than capable parliamentary 
secretary Hon Samantha Rowe will step into the breach and take charge of this incredibly important piece of 
legislation. I thank her in advance. Please do not show me up by being much better at it than I am! 
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The member raised some technical, perhaps complicated and important issues. With respect to the question about 
the number of prosecutions that may not have been able to proceed or commence because the bill was not yet in 
force, this bill is not intended to add offences or derivative liability provisions. Rather, it will standardise provisions 
and reduce the number of corporate events for which officers can be held liable. On that basis, prosecutions of 
officers could continue to occur under existing criminal provisions. 

I am also pleased to note that members of the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review 
expressed their support for the bill, as outlined in the committee’s 142nd report, which was tabled in this place on 
14 February 2023. The chair of the committee is out on urgent parliamentary business, but the committee obviously 
worked very hard over the Christmas break and delivered that report in time for us to consider this bill. With regard 
to the committee’s finding 2 in the report that no information was provided about the Biodiversity Conservation 
Act 2016 commencement provisions in the bill, I wish to advise the house of the following information. The bill 
will amend the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 and it will come into operation on a day fixed by proclamation. 
During the drafting of the bill, the agency that administers the BCA, the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation 
and Attractions, advised that this commencement arrangement is required to allow time for an amending regulation 
to apply derivative liability to offences in that act’s regulations. 

It is standard drafting practice to include commencement by proclamation clauses in a bill only if there is a compelling 
reason for not including a fixed commencement. In this case, the current provision in the BCA that provides for 
the application of derivative liability to offences in the regulations, section 237(2)(d), will be deleted by the bill. 
However, there is a regulation made expressly under section 237(2)(d) that will need to be amended as a consequence 
of this deletion—that is, regulation 153 of the Biodiversity Conservation Regulations 2018, “Liability of officers of 
body corporate for offence by body”. The Parliamentary Counsel’s Office advised that if the amendments to the BCA 
in division 9 of the bill commenced in advance of the consequential amendment to the regulations, there would be 
an express error on the statute book. Parliamentary counsel confirmed that this is an example of when a proclamation 
commencement is justified in the circumstances. I can further advise the house that the Department of Justice is 
actively engaging with DBCA in the development of the necessary amendments to the Biodiversity Conservation 
Regulations. The Department of Justice intends to proclaim part 3 division 9 of the bill in conjunction with those 
amendments as soon as practicable. 

I have run out of notes from my advisers but I want to address some of the other issues raised by Hon Tjorn Sibma 
in his contribution to the second reading debate. He posed a somewhat rhetorical question about whether it has 
been worth the wait, raised some points about the long gestation period, and asked why it has taken so long and 
things of that kind. This is perhaps an example of legislation that is important but cannot be characterised as urgent. 
It is a piece of reform legislation. It was important to the previous Liberal–National government when it agreed to 
the COAG principles in 2008 and presented the 2015 bill, and it remains important to our government. But this reform 
cannot be described as paradigm shift and it is not urgent that we bring it about. That is perhaps the best explanation 
I can give. Obviously other things have happened in the last few years that have kicked some of these issues further 
down the road; for example, the imposition of the COVID pandemic on this process has probably delayed some 
of this small routine reform. That is probably the best answer that I can give in the circumstances, as is always the 
case when I stand in this place and talk about a bill. The opposition alliance has indicated its willingness to support 
the bill, and we appreciate that support. 

I would like to make a more general point about the concept of the reversal of the onus of proof because that term 
is bandied around and some would say applies to the reform in this legislation. The lawyers of the world wish to 
re-characterise that reference as a rebuttable presumption rather than a reversal of the onus of proof. Typically, 
when the state prosecutes an individual or a corporation, the onus is on the state to make its case beyond reasonable 
doubt and an individual or corporation does not need to put on a positive defence. There are type 1, 2 and 3 offences. 
There is a cascading effect in which a situation is created whereby the onus that there is evidence that the offence 
has been committed is not reversed but things such as a person taking reasonable action means the onus falls on 
to the person, the officer, who might claim that as a defence for their conduct. Therefore, in those circumstances, 
if they can establish that they took those reasonable steps, it is not for the state to disprove; the state might argue 
against it but it is for that particular individual to prove it. It is a presumption that is rebuttable by putting on a proper 
case, rather than simply the idea that they are guilty until proven innocent. I think that is most people’s understanding 
of the reversal of the onus of proof in those particular circumstances. Hopefully, it is a broader context than for 
some of the other issues that Hon Tjorn Sibma might want to unpack during the committee stage in relation to 
those points. 

Hon Tjorn Sibma raised some issues about all reasonable steps, but as I said, I missed the moment for that. He also 
raised some questions about the 2015 committee report and its first recommendation, which I am not familiar with 
off the top of my head. I know that some other issues might have arisen out of that report. My understanding is 
that they were addressed in the drafting of the new bill. 

The honourable member asked about the differences between the 2015 bill and the 2022 bill. Most of the differences 
relate to the references to particular acts. For example, a lot of legislating happened between the two bills, so some 
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things have changed in some acts. That process was undertaken by the Department of Justice, which has carriage 
of this bill, through its continuing consultation with respective agencies. We are in a unique position with this bill in 
that although the provisions in part 1 and part 2 probably fall squarely within the remit of the Department of Justice, 
it was up to individual agencies and the ministers responsible for all those other acts that fall under part 3 to identify 
the appropriate provisions that this reform will apply to. That consultation was ongoing from the 2015 version to 
the 2022 version of the bill. It was not simply the case of someone picking up the 2015 bill and updating the references 
to the acts; it was a case of checking whether they remained appropriate to include in this reform. 
A number of changes were made after an analysis of the derivative liability provisions. The result was that some 
provisions have been removed in their entirety. I will take the honourable member to an explanation of some of 
the acts that will not be affected by this bill. The overall scheme of the bill is limited and will standardise provisions 
so that this additional layer of liability will apply only to offences that warrant it. Accordingly, it will remove officers’ 
liability altogether from 21 acts. That is the reform that I am referring to. Where officers’ liability will be retained, 
it will relate to fewer offences. The bill proposes to delete all provisions that impose blanket liability on officers for 
all offences in an act, with some exceptions. One exception is the Fair Trading Act 2010, because that act contains 
model legislation—the Australian Consumer Law—and requires consistency across jurisdictions. The offences for 
which liability will be retained are those that meet the Council of Australian Governments’ principles. Another act is 
the Taxation Administration Act 2003 and in particular section 109, which imposes accessorial liability on officers 
and therefore was not included in COAG’s original director liability reform commitment. It further ensures that 
Western Australia’s tax legislation will remain consistent with measures at the commonwealth level to address illegal 
financing schemes and comply with federal tax requirements. The Fair Trading Act and the Taxation Amendment 
Act 2003 are examples of how the principles allowed us to not extend what we are doing. 
The type 3 provisions are also used sparingly in accordance with the COAG principles, with the bill proposing to 
include such liability in 12 acts and only for particularly serious offences. A type 3 liability will be retained for 
21 offences in the Food Act 2008, including the sale of food that is unsafe under section 15(1) and (2), and the sale 
of food that does not comply with a relevant requirement of the Food Standards Code under section 22(2). These 
offences are relevant to the core business of a body corporate operating under the Food Act 2008 and it is reasonable 
to expect an officer to be able to demonstrate that they have taken all reasonable steps to prevent the body corporate 
from committing them. Another example of type 3 liability being retained is for nine offences in the Tobacco Products 
Control Act 2006. These offences include breaches of section 31(1), which provides that a person must not display 
or broadcast a tobacco advertisement in a public place, and section 33(1), which provides that a person must not 
supply prizes in connection with the sale or promotion of tobacco products or smoking generally. These offences 
are an important aspect of the regulatory regime that governs the sale of tobacco products in Western Australia. 
Given the impacts of smoking on public health and the risk of exposing children to smoking, there are strong public 
policy reasons for requiring officers to demonstrate that they have taken all reasonable steps to prevent corporate 
offending in this area. Other examples are the Environmental Protection Act 1986 and the Medicines and Poisons 
Act 2014, in which type 3 liability will be retained for good public policy reasons. That is because the nature of 
those things go to public safety, for example, and we think that in those circumstances, officers of corporations should 
have a level of responsibility to take reasonable steps. 
One other thing to raise and make Hon Tjorn Sibma aware of is that the bill does not propose to amend the 
Work Health and Safety Act 2020, because at the time that COAG considered the issue of directors’ liability reform, 
it was acknowledged that the model work health and safety laws contained provisions that specifically dealt with 
the liability of officers and provided their own due diligence criteria. Western Australia has now adopted the model 
work health and safety laws through the operation of the Work Health and Safety Act 2020, which came into effect 
on 31 March 2022. This bill does not affect the obligations on officers arising from the Work Health and Safety Act. 
That perhaps makes sense for a bill that we passed at the end of 2020. People were aware of the COAG principles, 
so a conscious decision was made to not include the Work Health and Safety Act. As I said, these provisions are 
consistent with commonwealth model laws. I think the other examples I gave were the Fair Trading Act and the 
Tax Administration Act, which again are consistent with commonwealth laws. It is about maintaining that consistency. 
Noting that we are getting close to the dinner adjournment, I will start to wrap up my comments so that once we 
come back, we will hopefully be in committee. The point that I would make is that the sorts of reforms we are 
proposing here are ultimately about making sure that directors who are vested with responsibilities more readily 
appreciate those responsibilities, and that we see a greater level of compliance with those responsibilities by not 
making them different for every piece of law that we have. It is a consistency principle. That consistency will 
hopefully lead to more compliance. However, it is also about recognising that the form of derivative liability that 
has been imposed is not appropriate for officers in every circumstance. With those comments, I commend the bill 
to the house. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a second time. 

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.00 pm 
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Committee 
The Deputy Chair of Committees (Hon Steve Martin) in the chair; Hon Samantha Rowe (Parliamentary Secretary) 
in charge of the bill. 
Clause 1: Short title — 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: I will just reflect on some ruminations I had during the dinner adjournment, which I used 
as preparation for this exchange. Today the Parliament had the opportunity of hosting a delegation from the 
German Bundestag—a very pluralistic parliamentary representative group. I had hoped that this bill might be a model 
in antipodean legislation. As I have expressed previously, it is certainly not the intention to slow this down but 
neither is it the intention to speed things up unduly. We should recline into the appropriate pace. 
Speaking of pace, I raised the issue during my second reading contribution around the implementation of this form 
of model legislation in other Australian jurisdictions. I do not know whether I caught the parliamentary secretary 
to the Attorney General’s answer as to whether Western Australia remains among the last, or perhaps the very last, 
jurisdiction to pass legislation such as this. 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: Every other state has passed this legislation bar Tasmania. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: That is very worrying company. I might just express that as a bipartisan sentiment, which 
I intend to be met with acclaim. When did the last Australian jurisdiction implement this form of model legislation? 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: It was the Northern Territory in 2015. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Would it be possible for the parliamentary secretary to advise the house via me of the 
sequence in which other Australian states and territories introduced this legislation, if she had the answer to those 
previous two questions?  
Hon Samantha Rowe: Do you mean the years? 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Yes. 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: For New South Wales it was 2012; Victoria, 2013; South Australia, 2013; 
Queensland, 2013; Northern Territory, as I previously said, 2015; and ACT, 2013. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: I am not sure whether the legislation in those jurisdictions included a statutory review 
clause. Seeing as the bulk of this form of legislation seems to have been adopted in other Australian jurisdictions 
over 10 years ago, have any lessons been learnt from the operation of their respective acts that have in any way 
informed the drafting and composition of the bill to which we are giving our contemplation? 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: My understanding is that each state took a slightly different approach. In its current 
drafting, the bill reflects several policy decisions about the interpretation of the Council of Australian Governments’ 
principles and their adoption in Western Australia. They are all based on the same COAG principles. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Nevertheless, a latter clause—I forget which one off the top of my head—has embedded 
in it a five-year statutory review clause. I would assume, but cannot know completely, that similar clauses may have 
applied in the New South Wales or Victorian legislation. If indeed that were the case, did those statutory review 
processes shine any light on the operation of the bill in those jurisdictions, whether it was meant that those acts 
were objects of the bill and whether that had any impact on director liability or the propensity for people to want 
to become directors and the like. If so, if the government was aware of that kind of review effort, did that influence 
in any way the substance of this bill? 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: I am advised that we are not sure whether every state has a statutory review clause, 
but ours was added because the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review in 2015 requested 
that a review clause be put in. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Yes, I note that, and I thank the parliamentary secretary. My understanding was that I think 
the committee, which has been mentioned in dispatches this evening — 
Hon Donna Faragher: Far too many times! 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: — far too many times, perhaps. I hope I do not end up on it! The committee recommended 
a four-year period, after which it would undertake a review. I think that the government has said five years, if 
my understanding is correct. Can the parliamentary secretary account for the reason the government has picked 
five over four? 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: I cannot really tell the honourable member why we have picked five years over four. 
I think it might be because that is the standard time for review clauses. I cannot tell the member more than that. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: That is fine. I suppose the important thing is that we undertake a review when it is due and 
we attempt to learn from the application. This was addressed somewhat by parliamentary secretary Hon Matthew 
Swinbourn in his second reading reply speech. My area of focus was on what were the significant changes between 
the 2015 iteration of this bill and the bill that we have in front of us.  
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Can I just satisfy myself that I heard the parliamentary secretary correctly? 
Hon Samantha Rowe: Thank you. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Thank you. Aside from obviously the issues of numbering, which will always apply, and 
the date, my understanding is that the repealed and replaced provisions of the Work Health and Safety Act 2020 
meant that the proposed amendments to the Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994 were no longer required. Can 
I ascertain whether I have the correct understanding? 
Hon Samantha Rowe: By way of interjection: was it the Mines Safety and Inspection Act that the member 
asked about? 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Yes, correct. 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: I thank the honourable member. I am advised that the bill does not propose to amend 
the Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994, as was proposed in the 2015 version of the bill, because the relevant 
provisions of that act have been deleted and replaced by the Work Health and Safety Act 2020. In the first part of 
the member’s question, did he want me to go over things? 
Hon Tjorn Sibma: I will ask them in sequence, if that is okay. 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: That is great—absolutely. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: I am intending to go through them methodically just to check my understanding against what 
the parliamentary secretary says. My other understanding is that the 2015 version of the bill proposed amendments 
to the Taxation Administration Act 2003 and that they are no longer required. In fact, there might be a new version 
of that act that dates to 2006, if I heard the parliamentary secretary correctly. 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: I am advised that the bill does not propose to amend the Taxation Administration 
Act 2003, so during re-engagement on the bill in 2019 the Department of Finance advised that the derivative liability 
provision in section 109 of the act is consistent with the corresponding provision in commonwealth legislation, so 
it must remain unamended to ensure that it remains effective in preventing directors from neglecting their companies’ 
tax obligations and to support recent commonwealth measures introduced to combat illegal phoenixing activity.  
Hon TJORN SIBMA: I thank the parliamentary secretary; that is excellent material. I believe that in the 2015 version 
of this bill there was a proposed amendment to remove derivative liability from the Emergency Management 
Act 2005, but that is no longer considered to be required. Is my understanding correct? 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: I am advised that we are keeping it in because the State Emergency Management 
Committee is the agency that administers the Emergency Management Act 2005, and it has advised that liability 
is required for particularly serious offences in this act, noting that these offences relate to the safety of the public. The 
offences involve serious risk of significant public harm through the risk of catastrophic damage to the environment 
and to public safety. Therefore, the seriousness of the conduct involved and the policy behind the provisions 
being included is such that, with the exception of section 95, it is appropriate to impose type 3 liability as per the 
Council of Australian Governments’ guidelines. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: I thank the parliamentary secretary. I found that last exchange very comprehensive. I just 
want to satisfy myself that we have exhaustively canvassed the substantial changes in the 2023 version of this bill 
compared with the 2015 one and that there is no other difference.  
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: I am advised that the policy of the current bill is substantively the same as for the 
2015 bill. Substantial work has been done since 2022 to update the bill with references to relevant legislation that has 
commenced operation since 2015, and to accommodate statutes that are in the process of being amended or repealed. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: During the debate on clause 1, would the parliamentary secretary entertain some questions 
around clause 5? 
Hon Samantha Rowe: Yes. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: I refer to a potential issue that was identified when the department briefed my colleague 
Hon Nick Goiran on this bill towards the end of last year. I am not a lawyer, blessedly or not, so I make no 
presumptions about the utilisation of legal language. In the bills that fall within my portfolio responsibility, I have 
always taken it upon myself to clarify, where I can, the policy intent of the legislation and to understand the 
terminology that is used. In my second reading contribution, I identified one issue that I find troubling—that is, the 
difference in the use of language. Clause 5 seeks to insert in the Criminal Code a new chapter 6, “Criminal liability 
of officers of bodies corporate”. There was some discussion in the other place about the import of the utilisation 
of the word “officers” versus “directors”. That is not my issue. My issue relates to the subheadings used in proposed 
sections 39, 40 and 41 of new chapter 6; I think it exhausts itself there. 
Just for Hansard, proposed section 39 is headed “Officer liability for corporate offence: onus on prosecution to 
prove reasonable steps not taken”, proposed section 40 is headed “Officer liability for corporate offence: onus on 
prosecution to prove reasonable steps not taken if evidence suggesting reasonable steps adduced” and proposed 
section 41 is headed “Officer liability for corporate offence: onus on officer to prove reasonable steps taken”. What 
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each of those headings has in common is the unqualified use of the term “reasonable steps”. However, despite 
the heading of proposed section 40 saying “onus on prosecution to prove reasonable steps not taken if evidence 
suggesting reasonable steps adduced”, proposed subsection (2) says — 

If a body corporate is guilty of an offence to which this section applies, an officer of the body corporate 
is also guilty of the offence unless the officer took all reasonable steps to prevent the commission of the 
offence by the body corporate. 

Similar phraseology is used in the next proposed subsection. This is a consistent difference in proposed sections 39, 
40 and 41. I want to be clear about what threshold the Attorney General is proposing here. What is his intent behind 
the use of the term “all reasonable steps” versus “reasonable steps”? 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: I am advised that the headings are brief summaries of the proposed subsections, so 
the important words in the proposed subsections that the honourable member referred to are “all reasonable steps”. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: My concern is that there is a clear difference in import, and it is a distinction with a serious 
difference. Nonlegal comparisons can be applied here. Can I clarify what the Attorney’s intent is? Is it that this 
bill should set the threshold at “all reasonable steps” being taken? 
Hon Samantha Rowe: Yes, that is correct. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: That is the clear intent of the Attorney General? 
Hon Samantha Rowe: Correct. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Thank you. In which case, what mischief would it cause if the headings of the proposed 
sections under proposed chapter 6 reflected very clearly that intent as well? What trouble would the addition of “all” 
before “reasonable steps” cause in the interpretation and application of proposed sections 39, 40 and 41? 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: My advice is that it is very clear because “all reasonable steps” has to be taken into 
account in the proposed subsection. Headings are a drafting issue from Parliamentary Counsel’s Office. It does not 
change the fact that all reasonable steps must be taken. 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: This is probably indicative of the fact that on occasion drafters of legislation and the users 
of legislation, including legislators, take differing views on the precision and clarity of phrases utilised. If I, someone 
not as learned as the people who put this together and the Attorney in whose name this bill will go through, am to 
make a humble suggestion, perhaps if this is just an issue of drafting, some effort might be made to redraft that to 
absolutely, without question, demonstrate that the intent is to establish the threshold of being all reasonable steps, 
and we will not inadvertently open up a defence because we determined that the drafting was beyond remediation. 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: I am advised that headings are not always fully comprehensive, and there is obviously 
a limit to what can be put into a heading, but just to be clear, the heading does not change the statutory interpretation. 
The statutory language is not ambiguous.  
Hon TJORN SIBMA: Is it possible to take from case law either here or in another Australian jurisdiction how that 
threshold of all reasonable steps in relation to the role and functions of directors has actually been applied? I can 
in part sort of apprehend what might be intended here, but could the parliamentary secretary illustrate how this test 
might be applied in a real world example or perhaps a hypothetical example? 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: I thank the honourable member for the question. I am advised that the proposed sections 
that provide guidance to a court relate to proposed section 39(3). Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) spell out what constitutes 
reasonable steps that a court must give regard to. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clause 2: Commencement — 
Hon TJORN SIBMA: I indicate that to facilitate the passage of this bill through the house I have no further questions 
on clauses in this bill, but I anticipate an amendment to be moved by the parliamentary secretary on one of the 
bills that will be affected. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 3 to 142 put and passed. 
Clauses 143 to 145 postponed until after consideration of clause 169, on motion by Hon Samantha Rowe 
(Parliamentary Secretary). 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: By way of explanation for the postponement of those clauses, the bill proposes to 
standardise and reduce the number of derivative liability offences in the Swan and Canning Rivers Management 
Act 2006 by applying the bill’s proposed new derivative liability provisions to the offence provisions in division 58. 
However, the SCRMA has just been amended in a way that has affected this bill. Members will recall that we have 
just considered and passed the Swan and Canning Rivers Amendment Bill 2022, which included a provision that 
has affected the table in division 58. 
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To ensure that the bill appropriately reflects the changes made by the Swan and Canning Rivers Amendment 
Bill 2022, Parliamentary Counsel has drafted an amendment to clause 2 with alternative commencement provisions 
to ensure that the correct offence provision is referred to, depending on which statute comes into operation first. 
Parliamentary Counsel has also drafted a related amendment to the bill to insert new clause 145A, which would 
delete a reference in the table in division 58 of the bill to an offence provision that will no longer be operative once 
the amendments to the SCRMA are in operation. 
As a result of drafting convention, consideration of clauses 143 to 145 is postponed so as not to pre-empt the amendments 
to the SCRMA. Consideration of those clauses can occur once the Swan and Canning Rivers Amendment Bill 2022 
receives royal assent. 
Clauses 146 to 169 put and passed. 
Progress reported and leave granted to sit again, on motion by Hon Samantha Rowe (Parliamentary Secretary). 

TEACHER REGISTRATION AMENDMENT BILL 2022 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 27 October 2022. 
HON DONNA FARAGHER (East Metropolitan) [7.46 pm]: I rise and indicate that I am the lead speaker for the 
opposition on this bill. I indicate at the outset that the opposition will support the bill. I can tell that Hon Darren West 
is delighted to hear that. This will be a quick process. 
This bill will amend the Teacher Registration Act 2012, which replaced the Western Australian College of Teaching 
Act 2004. The act required that the minister review the operation and effectiveness of the act four years after its 
commencement. That statutory review was undertaken and recommendations were tabled in the house by the former 
Minister for Education and Training in 2018. That review was required to inquire into and report on a number of 
matters and had a number of guiding questions. I want to refer to them because they are important in the context 
of the bill before us. The guiding questions outlined in the review report were — 

1. Is there a continued need for a statutory teacher registration scheme in Western Australia? 
2. Has the Act operated as intended? If not, should it do so and what amendments are required to 

achieve that? 
3. Has the Act delivered a fair and efficient registration system which promotes a skilled teaching 

workforce? 
4. Does the disciplinary scheme of the Act operate fairly while making the protection of children, 

and their best interests more broadly, the paramount concern? 
5. Does the Board operate effectively and appropriately in light of the Act’s objectives? 
6. Is the State Administrative Tribunal involved as appropriate in decision-making under the Act? 
7. Are the Board’s financial, human and other resources adequate to enable it to perform its functions? 
8. Are the provisions of the Act consistent with relevant national developments? If so, is such 

consistency appropriate to the Western Australian context? If inconsistent, would greater consistency 
be beneficial in the Western Australian context and in pursuit of the objectives of the Act? 

The review itself was quite lengthy. A number of recommendations were identified that were all in line with the 
guiding principles that set the scene, if I can put it that way, for the review. A number of the recommendations 
form the basis of the bill before us. Having read the provisions of this bill alongside the current act, I would say 
that, in a general sense, a number of the amendments are either fairly technical in nature or minor, and a number 
bring the legislation’s terminology in line with current drafting practices. Having said that, the bill contains both 
new and strengthened provisions in and around disciplinary matters in particular. I particularly note one of the 
summary comments from the review — 

Adjustments are needed to the disciplinary scheme of the Act if the Board and other decision-makers are 
to be able to make the best interests of children their paramount consideration as required by section 5 of 
the Act. 

The bill responds to this aspect, which is something that the opposition and I absolutely support. Amongst other 
things, the bill provides for a new part 5, division 5, “Interim orders”. These provisions will allow for the imposition 
of interim orders if the board believes, on reasonable grounds, that a registered teacher poses a risk of harm and 
that suspension is necessary to protect a student. The processes that will apply to the making of these orders can 
be found in proposed sections 58, 59, 60 and 61. These proposed sections will strengthen the current provisions, 
which are more narrow and, it could be argued, can reduce the ability of the board to act quickly. Importantly, the 
bill also includes requirements for employers who have a reasonable suspicion that a teacher has engaged in serious 
misconduct or taught with serious incompetence to notify the board. That is in the current act. However, the 
notification period in which to notify the board will be reduced from 30 days to seven days, which is appropriate. 
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Furthermore, the bill contains clearer provisions detailing the obligations on employers as well as on the 
Commissioner of Police and the Director of Public Prosecutions. In the case of the Commissioner of Police and 
the DPP, the provisions outline the requirement to give notice about prosecutions of registered teachers. The 
commissioner will also be able to give notice about victims and witnesses in relation to prosecutions of registered 
teachers. However, and again importantly, there will be caveats to ensure that the giving of identifying information 
will not prejudice an investigation or prosecution, and that it is in the best interests of the alleged victim or witness, 
as the case requires. 

In the case of employers, the provisions outline the requirements to give notice when teachers cease teaching in 
cases of serious incompetence or misconduct. Furthermore, a number of key terms have been defined or made 
clearer in the bill. These include “actionable offence”, which I will come to later, “serious incompetence” and 
“impairment”. The bill will also provide greater clarity in and around the processes of the disciplinary committee and 
the impairment review committee. It should be noted that neither of these committees are new; they already exist. 
Indeed, on Thursday, 16 February, I asked the minister representing the Minister for Education in question time: 
how many complaints were made to the board under section 51 of the Teacher Registration Act 2012 for the years 
2021 and 2022? I was informed that 42 complaints were made in 2021 and 34 in 2022. I then asked for each of those 
years: how many complaints were rejected by the board; how many were subject to an interim disciplinary order; and 
how many were referred to a disciplinary committee, the impairment review committee or the State Administrative 
Tribunal? The answer provided to me was that 23 were rejected by the board in 2021 and 21 were rejected by the 
board in 2022. Obviously, they form the largest part of those complaints. Five were referred to a disciplinary 
committee in 2021 and four in 2022, and in 2021, four were referred to the State Administrative Tribunal. 

I have had a chat to the minister behind the chair and I will raise this matter now, but also perhaps during the 
Committee of the Whole stage as well. I noted when I tallied the table of those complaints that they did not quite 
meet the numbers that were given to me in the first part of the answer. I presume that may well be because an 
assessment is still being made by the board about how it will deal with that complaint, but I would like some advice 
from the minister on that. 

More generally, in terms of the registration of teachers, there will be two new subcategories of provisional 
registration: provisional registration, graduate teacher and provisional registration, returning teacher. This takes 
into account some of the matters raised in the review. I will refer to the minister’s second reading speech, because 
I think it is helpful for this particular aspect. It says — 

There will be two new subcategories of provisional registration: provisional registration, graduate teacher 
and provisional registration, returning teacher. This differentiation will generally distinguish those who 
are recent graduates and those who are more experienced teachers. Provisional registration for returning 
teachers will allow experienced teachers from Australia and from overseas or those who are returning to 
the profession time to demonstrate that they meet the requirements of full registration. The bill will 
also allow the board to more fairly deal with teachers in both Australia and from overseas who may have 
very substantial and successful teaching experience but may not currently quite meet the requirements 
for registration because their qualifications do not meet contemporary requirements, particularly with 
regard to the duration of their teaching degree. The changes will allow the board to consider both their 
qualifications and teaching experience in combination when determining whether a teacher may hold 
provisional or full registration. 

This deals, in part, with the recommendations that were made by the review. The provisions will also enable 
a teacher to apply to the board to change their registration category, which will also provide more flexibility. The bill 
will also make a number of other changes, including to the size of the board membership, and there are also provisions 
that will enable the state to fully participate in the Australian Teacher Workforce Data initiative. It is this latter 
point that saw the bill referred to the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review, of which 
I am the chair. I will take this opportunity, given that I am on my feet and that there was a bit of commentary earlier 
tonight on that standing committee, to say that some might have suggested that the committee might be dry, and 
a minister might have said quietly across the chamber that it was boring. However, this is an excellent and very 
cool committee with lots of cool people on it. 

Several members interjected.  

Hon DONNA FARAGHER: It is very well chaired. I will come to the Minister for Emergency Services in a moment. 

I would say that this incredibly hardworking committee points out the issues that need to be pointed out. I will just 
say to any minister that they should only ever seek to be polite to this committee because they can absolutely be 
guaranteed that at some time one of their bills will come before us. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: By way of interjection, I really value the work that you do in the committee.  

Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Thank you, minister. At least we got that apology there. That is excellent. That is 
what we needed and wanted to hear. Hansard got that, so that is fantastic. 
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Look, we are a very hardworking committee. I think that it is helpful to show the Parliament and the community 
that a number of recommendations that were made by the committee are actually being taken up in this house. 
I think that shows the value of it. Nonetheless, the committee tabled its report on 14 February last week. It made 
a number of findings regarding sovereignty issues for the Council’s consideration during debate. 
The committee centred its comments in and around three matters. The first was clause 16, which will create proposed 
section 24(2)(a). This proposed section relates to the matters surrounding the requirements to be considered a fit 
and proper person for teacher registration. The second matter was clause 2, which relates to the commencement, 
and the fact that clause 2(b) provides that the entirety of the act, apart from sections 1 and 2, will come into operation 
on a day fixed by proclamation. I am sure that the minister will not be surprised with the finding relating to the 
commencement date. It is a well-known finding of this committee. I think in previous iterations an amendment 
fondly known as the Mischin amendment was proposed. 
Hon Sue Ellery: Not anymore, and there was nothing fond about it. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Well, it was very fond to me, minister. 
Nonetheless, we continue to ensure that the house is made aware of that. That relates to the lack of an express 
commencement date. I will ask a question of the minister just to confirm, but as I understand it, notwithstanding 
that fact, there is a commitment to have this dealt with by the end of this financial year. We can confirm that during 
the committee stage. 
The final finding concerns clause 4, “Section 3 amended” and relates to the definition of “actionable offence”. I do 
not intend to go through that report or to read it into the house. I know that everyone has already read it. However, 
I indicate that I would like to go into committee. There are some questions that I would like to ask. I do not see 
that we would need to be in committee for too long. However, I would like to seek clarification on some matters 
relating to the findings of the committee and some other issues. 
As I said, this is a sensible bill. It deals with important matters, particularly those relating to disciplinary matters. 
Importantly, it is about the best interests of children. I think that is a matter that all of us in this house would seek 
to ensure occurs, particularly in the context of schooling and the teaching profession. With all that in mind, I indicate 
that the opposition will be supporting the bill, but I would like to go into committee. 
HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan — Leader of the House) [7.58 pm] — in reply: I thank the opposition 
for its support and I thank Hon Donna Faragher for her contribution, in which she basically set out the history that 
brings us to this point—the statutory review and the provisions that are set out in the bill in response to that. I will 
take the opportunity to put on the record the government’s formal response to the findings of the report done by 
the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review and thank it for its work. One of the last things 
that Hon Donna Faragher mentioned was the commencement date issue. The committee found that that, of itself, 
is an erosion of the Parliament’s sovereignty and lawmaking powers. That is a finding that the committee makes 
regularly. The government’s position, as it has been previously, is that although there may be legitimate cause for 
concern if there was to be a lengthy delay between the passing of the bill and its commencement, there is no intention 
for that to happen. Although, in principle, a proposed commencement date of 1 July 2023 has been considered, 
there is a need to communicate the implications of the changes. There would need to be some education and some 
relevant regulations would need to be done. There is also a need to ensure that the relevant systems are updated to 
reflect the proposed changes. Therefore, it is expected to be about a six-month period. 
Finding 2 of the report of the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review was in respect of the 
definition of “actionable offence” in clause 4, amended section 3. It is broader than the definitions of “sexual offence” 
and “sexual offence involving a child” in section 46 of the current act. As is set out in the explanatory memorandum, 
and noted in the committee’s report, “actionable offence” will be inserted to replace “sexual offence involving 
a child” to accommodate the fact that the offences in schedules 1 and 2 that sit at the back of the Working with 
Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004 are not all of a sexual nature. Therefore, we want to capture all those 
offences. The definition of “sexual offence” in the current section 46 of the Teacher Registration Act provides for, 
amongst other things, the inclusion of any other offence prescribed for the purposes of this definition. The definition 
of “actionable offence” in the amendment to section 3 includes a similar regulation-making power, essentially 
maintaining the status quo. 
It is the government’s intention to provide a mechanism that will allow for a timely and more efficient regulatory 
scheme that is responsive to a potentially changing landscape, such that an offence that is not contemplated in 
proposed paragraphs (a) through to (d) of the definition of “actionable offence” may be brought in in the best 
interest of children. Findings 3 and 4 go to a similar point. Finding 3 states — 

Subsection (e) of the proposed definition of “actionable offence” in clause 4, amended section 3 … 
The committee found that that erodes the Parliament’s sovereignty and lawmaking powers. Finding 4 states — 

The prescription of offences under subsection (e) of the proposed definition of ‘actionable offence’ in 
Clause 4, amended section 3 … is justified. 
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The honourable member spoke to the importance of protecting children. Findings 3 and 4 of the committee’s report 
need to be read together. The committee has essentially accepted the explanation that is set out in finding 4 that, 
on balance, it is justified, because of what it is trying to do. The intention is to provide for a scheme that enables 
quick and efficient regulatory action. I am sure that members of the house will recognise that when we are dealing 
with the safety of children, we need to be able to act quickly. 
The current Minister for Education wrote to the committee and that letter is attached to the committee’s report. 
Essentially, the letter said that the absence of a regulation-making power would not be in the best interests of children. 
The rationale is to provide for a mechanism that will allow for a more timely scheme that is responsive to a potentially 
changing landscape—particularly, if an offence is not contemplated in proposed paragraphs (a) to (d) of the definition 
of an “actionable offence”, it should be considered suitable to be brought in. 
The committee made the point that the regulations would be subject to scrutiny by the Joint Standing Committee 
on Delegated Legislation to ensure that any prescribed offences are of the type that are within the scope of the act 
and, of course, are subject to the normal provisions that regulations are subject to in this house. 
With those comments, there are a few issues that the honourable member made that we can satisfy her on, I am 
sure, when we get into Committee of the Whole House. I thank her for her contribution, and I thank the opposition 
for its support. I commend the bill to the house. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a second time. 

Committee 
The Deputy Chair of Committees (Hon Stephen Pratt) in the chair; Hon Sue Ellery (Leader of the House) in charge 
of the bill. 
Clause 1: Short title — 
Hon SUE ELLERY: I might address the issue that Hon Donna Faragher raised about what might, on face value, 
appear to be an inconsistency, and the answer that she was given to a parliamentary question last week. In 2021, 
of the 42 complaints formulated by the board, 10 of the matters did not fit into any of the categories of outcomes 
set out in (2)(a) through to (e) of the question. Of those 10, five matters are ongoing with the investigation incomplete, 
and, as such, the board has not finalised the complaint, and five resulted in the teacher’s registration being cancelled 
following the receipt of a negative notice or an interim negative notice from the working with children check 
screening unit, pursuant to section 27 of the Teacher Registration Act. In 2022, of the 34 complaints formulated 
by the board, nine of the matters did not fit into any of the categories of outcomes set out in (2)(a) through to (e). 
Of those nine, four are ongoing with the investigation incomplete, and, as such, the board has not finalised the 
complaint, and five resulted in the teacher’s registration being cancelled following the receipt of a negative notice 
or an interim negative notice from the working with children check screening unit. 
In general terms, there are strong procedural fairness reasons for completing investigations and reaching disciplinary 
outcomes as soon as practicable. However, there are some circumstances in which a board-formulated complaint 
may be open longer than ideal, often because of matters that are outside the board’s direct control. That may 
include investigations still in train by other authorities that need to take precedence in the circumstances, or matters 
that remain for decisions by courts or tribunals. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clause 2: Commencement — 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Thank you, minister, for that explanation. That helps in terms of my understanding 
of that. I noted in the minister’s response that she confirmed that the act will commence around 1 July, but she 
put some caveats around that in terms of regulations and other things. Can I presume that if there were to be any 
delays, notwithstanding that sometimes those matters lead to delays, that those delays will not extend beyond this 
calendar year? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: Yes, that is confirmed. It is intended to get them done by the end of this year. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clause 3 put and passed. 
Clause 4: Section 3 amended — 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: This clause includes a number of definitions. I want to particularly refer to clause 4(2) 
and the definition of “actionable offence”. I appreciate that the minister provided some response to that in the context 
of the government’s response to the committee report. For the sake of clarity, for Hansard, I wish to ask a question 
relating to clause 4(2)(e), which states — 

an offence prescribed for the purposes described of this definition; 
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As the minister has outlined, as did the committee report, this definition broadens the type of offences to include 
non-sexual offences. I understand that will align with schedules 1 and 2 of the Working with Children (Criminal Record 
Checking) Act. That is not obviously stipulated within the bill. As the minister indicated, the committee received 
a letter from the minister. I am not sure whether the minister responded to this in her response, so I apologise if she 
did and I missed it. I understand from the minister’s response that, notwithstanding that paragraph (e) is a rather broad 
remit, it is not intended that it is any broader than schedules 1 and 2 of the Working with Children (Criminal Record 
Checking) Act. I would like to have that confirmed for the purposes of Hansard. 
Hon SUE ELLERY: We think it is likely to be the case that it will capture those within schedules 1 and 2 but it 
is not necessarily the case that it will be limited to those two schedules. There may be some other offence that 
a government of the day deems is such that the perpetrators of that offence present a risk to children if it is in some 
way connected to a teacher working in a school setting. It is not envisaged. There is no list of potential offences 
outside schedules 1 and 2 that are contemplated but it is broad enough that if another offence is deemed to be 
appropriate to be captured by this, it is possible to capture another offence. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I just want to be clear about that. Obviously, from the minister’s perspective, we 
already know what the various offences are so this clause would enable us to capture potentially new offences in 
the future that might not already be in the statute. 
Hon SUE ELLERY: Yes, that is correct. I cannot predict what they might be. If at some point an offence is created 
in something that is not captured by schedules 1 or 2 but the view is that it poses a risk to the safety of children 
coming into contact with someone who is registered by the board, we want the capacity to be able to capture that. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I would now like to turn to the definition of “impairment”. I understand that 
impairment matters are already referred to in the current act. However, there is a new subclause (b), which states — 

includes an impairment which presently exists or existed in the past but has now ceased to exist; 
Could the minister give us some examples? I am keen to understand how that particular provision impacts when 
it comes to impairment matters being considered by the board.  
Hon SUE ELLERY: It captures an impairment that may have existed previously, such as a drug addiction, that 
no longer exists, or a psychiatric illness that is now completely under control. I will read the formal response so 
the member understands how the board deals with impairment matters. 
Generally, the board considers impairment matters when determining whether a person is a fit and proper person to 
be registered pursuant to section 24, which is a matter for decision both at the time of initial application for registration 
and at renewal. That said, impairment matters may be drawn to the attention of the board at any time and there are 
provisions within the act for an impairment review committee to consider and deal with such matters. Not all medical 
conditions and impairments are relevant to the issue of fitness to teach. The board is concerned with serious medical 
conditions and impairments that may adversely affect a person’s ability to practise professionally, competently and 
safely as a teacher. There have been some instances when the board has had serious concerns regarding an applicant’s 
impairment or medical condition—for example, if an applicant self-discloses the use of and dependence on alcohol 
or drugs and at the same time severe mental health issues are apparent. In such cases the board may not be satisfied 
that the applicant is managing their impairment, particularly if they fail to provide recent written advice from a medical 
practitioner or specialist and there is no evidence that the impairments were being managed in the workplace. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I thank the minister for that explanation. I understand the issue of impairment matters 
and what the minister described is understood. The examples the minister gave were essentially issues when the 
impairment might still be current. For example, someone may have an ongoing drug and alcohol issue that they may, 
as the minister says, self-disclose. However, as the minister indicated at the beginning, in the example that it may 
be that in the past they did and it is now managed or is no longer an issue, under this definition can those matters 
still give rise to consideration by the board as to whether they are a fit and proper person? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: Yes, it would turn on whether the board had reason to believe that impairment had not been 
managed. The person may say, “Yes, I had an alcohol and drug problem, but that is all sorted”, but other evidence 
suggests there is an ongoing mental health issue and on the material available to the board that does not appear to 
be managed. It does not say to a person that they can never move forward from impairment, because they can, but 
it gives the board the ability to consider whether it accepts that the impairment in the past has ceased or is manageable 
and is being managed. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I thank the minister. I think that is what I wanted to hear, because, obviously, for 
a million different reasons, people might fall within the definition of impairment, but their circumstances or 
conditions may have all moved on over a period, and, if they are appropriately managed, that will not necessarily 
stop them from going forward in terms of registration, notwithstanding the clear requirements that need to be there 
for the safety and protection of children. I am comfortable with the answer that has been provided by the minister. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clause 5 put and passed.  
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Clauses 6 to 15 put and passed. 
Clause 16: Section 24 amended — 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: This clause essentially relates to the matters that we were just referencing about 
who is a fit and proper person. I understand the definition, and there is a new addition at proposed section 24(1)(fa) — 

whether the person would be unable to carry out the inherent requirements of the work of a registered 
teacher because of an impairment; 

I understand what is being proposed here, but, in practice, can the minister give me examples of how that impairment 
will be assessed by the board? Will it be through the seeking of a medical assessment or through self-disclosure? 
I suppose it can be through a variety of means. I am just trying to get a picture of how that will actually be assessed. 
Hon SUE ELLERY: The board will have the discretion to consider a range of matters that are relevant and 
appropriate to determining a person’s fitness to be registered as a teacher. Whether a person is impaired is obviously 
a relevant consideration when determining whether an applicant is fit and proper to be registered. Impairments 
could include but are not limited to medical conditions, mental or physical impairments and illnesses, and the use 
of or dependence on drugs or alcohol. Applicants will be asked to disclose whether they have any serious medical 
conditions or mental or physical impairments that adversely affect or are likely to adversely affect their ability to 
practise as a teacher. It is important to note that not all serious medical conditions and impairments will need to be 
disclosed to the board. The decision about what needs to be disclosed should not be based solely on the type and 
nature of the medical condition or impairment. The type and nature of the medical condition or impairment must 
be considered together with the circumstances surrounding the applicant’s situation, including but not limited to 
management, treatments, adjustments or modifications to the teaching environment, for example, and the bearing 
of these factors jointly on the individual’s ability to practice professionally, competently and safely. 
When the board is made aware of a medical condition or impairment at the time of application, the board may 
decide it needs evidence from a third party to inform its consideration of the matter. Third party advice may include 
written advice from an experienced and appropriately qualified medical practitioner or specialist or an employer. 
Not all medical conditions and impairments are relevant. Therefore, when considering the registration, the board 
will focus on those matters that, in the board’s opinion, indicate that impairment may be present; the person’s ability 
to practice professionally, competently or safely is or is likely to be adversely affected; the person is not or may 
not be capable of providing a safe environment for children in their care; or the person may pose a risk to the safety 
of children. The board will have regard to the degree. All those things need to be balanced and put in their full context, 
including whether any treatment is being received or the condition is being managed.  
If, in the best interests of children, there is a need for conditions to be placed on a person’s registration and the 
department can accommodate those restrictions, the department, as the employer, will do so. If the department, as 
the employer, is unable to provide the right kinds of reasonable adjustments to enable a person, it may be justified 
in not employing the person. This is based on self-disclosure. I will get some advice. 
There is no requirement and there is no obligation. Sometimes an employer will, but there is no obligation on the 
employer to tell the Teacher Registration Board; the person applying needs to self-disclose at the time. I am advised 
that people will, from time to time, advise the TRB, but there is no compulsion to do that. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Is that currently the case for the employer, or the potential employer—that there is 
no requirement upon them to actually provide that advice? 
Hon Sue Ellery: By interjection, that’s correct. The obligation is on the person seeking to be registered. 
The DEPUTY CHAIR: Hon Donna Faragher. 
Hon SUE ELLERY: Sorry, for fullness, I might add to that. The issues might come to the attention of the board 
because there is an allegation of incompetence. The allegation is not that there is an impairment; that might have 
been the driver of the incompetence, but what comes to the attention of the board is someone saying, “This person 
is not acting competently, professionally and safely.” In the course of the investigation into that, it becomes clear 
that the driver of that incompetence is an impairment. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: So in the case of incompetence or a complaint in that regard, is it the case that there 
is a requirement upon the employer to report that to the board? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: It is a separation between the employer and the teacher, and the reasons for that separation 
go to the teacher’s incompetence and inability to conduct themselves professionally, safely and competently. 
The obligation is on the employer to advise the TRB so that that person is not free to start again and create chaos 
somewhere else. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Again, for completeness, is that the current requirement or is that a new requirement 
under this bill? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: That is current and going forward. 
Clause put and passed. 
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Clauses 17 to 24 put and passed. 
Clause 25: Section 36 amended — 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: This clause relates to removal of information by the board from the register of a teacher 
whose registration is suspended. I seek some clarity from the minister. What is the current practice with regard to 
the register and the teacher who has a suspended registration? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: The current arrangement is that the registration is cancelled for the period for which it was 
granted and their name is removed from the register.  
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: How is this different from the current situation? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: What I have just described is the current situation. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Okay; that is the current practice. What additional change to the current practice 
will be made by this particular provision? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: In practice, they will not be registered. Their registration will be suspended. I am advised 
that instead of the current practice that I have just described, in which their name is removed from the register, 
their name will remain on the register, but it will be a suspension. I think it is a difference in language. They will 
be removed from the register, and instead of being referred to as “cancelled” they will be referred to as “suspended” 
going forward. That is what is different. Currently, the registration is cancelled and the name is removed. Under 
these provisions, the name will not appear, and the description will be “suspended” as opposed to “cancelled”, which 
is the word that is used now. That is a drafting change. It is Parliamentary Counsel’s Office magic. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I would have thought that the word “suspended” is different from “cancelled”. 
I appreciate that this is a PCO matter. However, in my humble opinion, there is a difference between cancelled 
and suspended. If a person is suspended, whether in relation to this particular matter or something else, at some 
point they might come out of suspension. If their registration is cancelled, it is cancelled. It would be appreciated 
if we could get a bit more detail around that. 
Hon SUE ELLERY: I understand entirely the point the member is making. For drafting purposes, the view was 
that the effect will be that it is suspended for the period of registration. Currently, it is cancelled for the period of 
registration. Either way, the person has no registration for the period for which they were registered. It is a language 
thing. It is not a change in practice. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: For the benefit of Hansard and anyone who cares to listen to this debate, the suspension 
will now be for the entirety of the time for which the person could be registered. There will not be an opportunity 
for the person to become not suspended—that is, the suspension will be complete. 
Hon SUE ELLERY: I think I need to correct the record. I was talking before as though cancellation and suspension 
were the same. That is not the case. The provisions that we are talking about now in proposed section 36 go to what 
is kept on the register. Proposed subsection (3) will give the board the power to remove information on the register 
about a teacher whose registration has been suspended, and it will be removed for the period of suspension. There 
is nothing new about teachers being suspended; that exists now. By practice now, the board removes them from 
the register, but without the head of power, as I understand it. This is the head of power. I am told that the practice 
will not substantially change, but it will be done with a head of power. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: That makes a bit more sense, minister. It seems to me that we may be retrofitting in 
this bill the current practice of the board to deal with teachers who have a suspended registration. If it is a matter 
of practice, that may well be the case, but has there been any issue with the board doing that without this particular 
head of power? Was that identified as a particular issue either within the review or by the department? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: No. I am advised that nobody took particular issue with that practice, but for the purpose of 
tidying up the act, that was something that needed to be added. 

Clause put and passed. 
Clause 26: Section 37 amended — 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: This amendment to section 37 will expand the list of persons who may access more 
information than is currently available publicly to expressly include, as I understand it, childcare supervisors and 
others. I do not have the current regulations in front of me and I have not had the opportunity to check this, but 
were they included in the regulations so that they could be given that access? I want to understand whether this 
particular aspect is moving what is in the regulations to the act? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: I am advised yes. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Subclause (3) will delete section 37(3) and insert proposed subsection (3). Proposed 
paragraph (h) includes “any other person prescribed”. Who would “any other person prescribed” be anticipated 
to include? 
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Hon SUE ELLERY: No particular category of profession is contemplated, but it is a catch-all in the event that 
a profession warrants that access. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 27 to 34 put and passed. 
Clause 35: Sections 46 to 48 replaced — 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: My specific question relates to proposed section 47, “Disciplinary matters”. Proposed 
subsection (d) states — 

the teacher has been convicted or found guilty of — 
(i) a serious offence; or 
(ii) an actionable offence; or 
(iii) a prescribed offence; 

We had a discussion about actionable offence in the context of definitions, but can the minister give some 
example of what forms of offences are contemplated to be prescribed under the proposed paragraph related to 
a prescribed offence? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: I risk incurring his wrath, because he is in the chamber, but this is the kind of clause that 
Hon Nick Goiran really loves, because it is a catch-all. No list or intended offence is envisaged. It is not dissimilar 
to the conversation we had before about why we do not refer to schedule 1 and 2 in the Working with Children 
(Criminal Record Checking) Act. In the event that at some point in the future a new offence impacts on whether 
someone should be a registered teacher, this is what would capture it. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I suppose my question is that the catch-all is already there under the definition of 
“actionable offence”, which we have discussed. I appreciate what the minister is saying, that they are not 
contemplated at the moment, but have we not already got the catch-all, if we wanted to refer to it as — 
Hon Nick Goiran: You can never have enough catch-alls, apparently. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: And here he comes in, just at that point in time. 
Hon Sue Ellery: I should not have mentioned his name! 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Now I have lost my train of thought. 
I am trying to understand why we need to have one here under a prescribed offence when we already have a similar 
catch-all under the term “actionable offence”.  
Hon SUE ELLERY: The best explanation I can offer the honourable member is that there might be a surplus of 
catch-alls, but I do not think it will do any harm. The actionable offence can of itself trigger an interim order. There 
may be one, but nobody can give me an example of what we might need beyond the “and anything else as prescribed” 
in the actionable offence, and that therefore falls under the category of “a prescribed offence” at proposed 
section 47(d)(iii). The best explanation I can offer is that it is someone erring on the side of trying to catch something, 
but nobody can give me an example of what it might be that is not already captured by that additional catch-all 
that is in an actionable offence. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I suggest to people that if they are going to put it in a blue bill, they should look at 
it in the red form because they might just see that the same matter has been raised twice in the same issue and one 
is not necessary over another. In fact, under “actionable offence”, paragraph (e) might not be required and proposed 
section 47(d)(iii) would have been the catch-all that the minister sought to have for schedules 1 and 2 and any other 
matters that are to be dealt with. I think that it is poor drafting. Nonetheless, we will keep it in there. As the minister 
said, I do not think it materially changes anything given we already have that catch-all under actionable offence, 
but it is an unnecessary addition. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 36 to 44 put and passed. 
Clause 45: Part 5 Division 5 replaced — 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: My question relates to proposed section 60, “Interim orders must be made if teacher 
charged with actionable offence”, on page 61. It states, in part — 

(1) If the Board becomes aware that a registered teacher has been charged with an actionable offence, 
the Board must make an order suspending the teacher’s registration. 

I want to be clear on the length of the process for the board to make that order. What is the time frame? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: I am advised it is almost instant. It is usually done within a day. The director of teachers’ 
registration has a delegation to do that directly himself. 
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Hon DONNA FARAGHER: We will get to delegations in a moment. I have couple more questions. That is what 
I want to understand, because on my reading of this, I would like to see the term “immediately” put in there. 
I appreciate that is what happens in practice, but that is not what it says in the legislation. My preference would be 
that the board must, as soon as practical or immediately, make an order suspending the teacher’s registration. 
I appreciate there may be some requirement to have meetings, but there is a delegation in place. The wording as it 
stands does not specify a time frame. If that happens in practice, that is good, but the legislation does not provide 
for that. My preference, and I am keen to hear the Leader of the House’s view, is that it should be that the board 
must immediately make an order to suspend the teacher’s registration. 
Hon SUE ELLERY: I understand the point the member is making but I think I would read it the other way. The 
board becomes aware; the board must make an order. We do not have to say that it is immediate. When it becomes 
aware, it has to make the order and, in practice, that is what happens. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I suppose that is the joy and the importance of Hansard; when people read this and 
these issues are raised, it will be very clear that that is the expectation of the board. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 46 to 58 put and passed. 
Clause 59: Section 91 amended — 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: This provision relates to matters surrounding a delegation, which we just referred 
to in debate on the previous clause. I understand that this delegation of power to the board is already in the act, but 
I am keen to understand who is generally delegated with these powers and under what circumstances. 
Hon SUE ELLERY: In practice, the delegation goes to the director of teachers’ registration, who is here at the 
table with me, and he has oversight of the directorate that does the work of the board.  
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 60 to 73 put and passed. 
Clause 74: Section 118A inserted — 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: This clause relates to the provision of information to the Australian Teacher Workforce 
Data initiative. Obviously, I have no issue with the initiative, but can I clarify who manages the data collection? 
Is it the Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership or someone else? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: De-identified registration information will be provided to the Australian Institute of Health 
and Welfare, not to AITSL, to manage the data collection, linkage, security and storage for the ATWD. The Australian 
Institute of Health and Welfare is required by its legislation to ensure the highest standards of data security and 
privacy protection, and will ensure ATWD is de-identified, safe and secure. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Just to clarify, the Leader of the House referred to the Australian Institute of Health 
and Welfare, but the proposed section refers to the Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership Ltd 
and partners. I am presuming that “partners” might mean the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare as the 
partner for the collection, analysis and reporting of data. What is the role of the Australian Institute for Teaching 
and School Leadership Ltd? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: It is its initiative. It is not necessarily that it holds the data. It is its initiative that we should 
track workforce data so that we can properly predict for the future. It does that on behalf of all ministers, so it 
reports to all education ministers. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Is that a reporting-back mechanism through the ministerial council? 
Hon Sue Ellery: Yes. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I think the Leader of the House indicated and confirmed that the information is 
de-identified. 
Hon Sue Ellery: Yes. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Can the Leader of the House go through with me again the type of information that 
will be provided in a de-identified form? 
Hon SUE ELLERY: Things that will be held on the register that will be de-identified are age, category of registration 
and gender. AITSL, which is referred to as “partners” in the bill, is going to link that with other data that it 
collects—for example, from universities on how many graduates they are producing. It might get data from other 
places as well, such as employers. Respective departments of education, Catholic Education Western Australia, 
the Association of Independent Schools of Western Australia et cetera may provide information as well, so that it 
can make predictions. For example, we currently have X thousand teachers in this category of this age teaching this, 
but we know that universities have stopped producing the next wave to teach that, so we can see that there is a gap 
coming. The information held on this register will be only part of what is going to be needed to do the work to 
map into the future. 
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Hon DONNA FARAGHER: To the knowledge of the Leader of the House, have all other states and territories made 
the necessary legislative amendments to participate in this scheme; and, if not, does she know which are outstanding? 

Hon SUE ELLERY: Every other jurisdiction is participating. Western Australia is the only one that has not to 
date, because we have not had the legislative capacity to do that. 

Hon Donna Faragher: Well, we are going to facilitate that tonight. 

Clause put and passed.  

Clauses 75 to 89 put and passed. 

Title put and passed. 
Report 

Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted. 

Third Reading 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Sue Ellery (Leader of the House), and passed. 

CRIMINAL LAW (MENTAL IMPAIRMENT) BILL 2022 

Receipt and First Reading 

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Sue Ellery (Leader of the House) on behalf of 
Hon Matthew Swinbourn (Parliamentary Secretary), read a first time. 

Second Reading 

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan — Leader of the House) [9.02 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

I am doing this on behalf of the Parliamentary Secretary to the Attorney General, who is out of the house on urgent 
parliamentary business. This is the Criminal Law (Mental Impairment) Bill 2022. In 2017, the McGowan government 
committed to this reforming WA’s unfair and outdated mental impairment framework, and this very important 
and complex bill meets that commitment. The bill has been subject to extensive consultation with more than 
40 stakeholders, both within and outside government. 

The bill will completely repeal the existing Criminal Law (Mentally Impaired Accused) Act 1996—hereafter 
referred to as the CLMIA act—and establishes a new scheme in its place. 

Members will be familiar with the sad tale of a gentleman by the name of Marlon Noble, whose unjust treatment 
under the CLMIA act rightly drew adverse comment from around the world, including a finding by the United Nations 
that the state had violated Mr Noble’s human rights. I might speak about what happened to Mr Noble, and how 
this new bill will ensure that such a travesty will not happen again. 

Mr Noble came before the District Court in 2002 on two indictments, and during those proceedings, questions 
were raised about his fitness to stand trial. He was subsequently found unfit to stand trial on 11 March 2003, and 
the District Court found itself in a position in which it was required to quash the indictments and either release 
Mr Noble unconditionally or make a custody order against him. The court made a custody order in respect of 
Mr Noble, and he languished in prison for over 10 years as a result. The evidence against him was never evaluated. 
Indeed, the complainants in Mr Noble’s matters came forward after the fact to indicate that they did not want charges 
to proceed against Mr Noble and they had no idea that he had been languishing in prison under a custody order for 
far longer than he would have been had he been convicted of the offence.  

That custody order was subject to annual review by the Mentally Impaired Accused Review Board; however, that 
board, despite its expert membership and excellent discharge of its duties, has never had the powers that it should 
and has been limited in its abilities as a result. The board currently has no authority to release, or even grant leave 
of absence to, people in Mr Noble’s predicament without first making a recommendation to the responsible minister, 
who in turn may advise the Governor to grant leaves of absence or make a conditional release order. Worse still, 
custody orders under the CLMIA act are indefinite, leaving a person with mental impairment who may not even have 
been found to have committed the offence with which they were charged in custody until the Governor determines 
otherwise, with no end date in sight. With that, I now turn to the key features of this bill. 

This bill will implement a commitment taken to the 2017 state election to reform WA’s mentally impaired accused 
laws, together with recommendations from a review report that was tabled in the other place on 7 April 2016, and 
further recommendations from an expert stakeholder working group chaired by His Honour Peter Blaxell, which 
was established out of that 2016 review. 

The first reform to be introduced by this bill is a special proceeding to test the evidence against an accused person 
who has been found unfit to stand trial. The purpose of a special proceeding is to decide the charge against the 
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accused on the evidence available. A special proceeding must be ordered by the court if the charge is to be dealt with 
on indictment. Special proceedings are to be conducted as closely as possible to a criminal trial, despite the accused 
having been found unfit. Although this might sound like a difficult concept for the courts, I assure the house that 
it is achievable. Special proceedings are in place in almost every other Australian jurisdiction’s mental impairment 
legislation and have been for some 20 years. 
Regulations will allow the court to modify the application of the Criminal Procedure Act 2004, and the rules of 
evidence may also be modified to allow for flexibility in how special proceedings are conducted. The findings 
coming out of a special proceeding will determine how an unfit accused person is to be dealt with. At a special 
proceeding, an accused may be found not guilty, not guilty on the basis of mental impairment—otherwise known 
as the “insanity or unsoundness of mind defence” under section 27 of the Criminal Code—or it can be found that, 
on the evidence available, the accused committed the offence or another offence which, on the charge, they could 
have been found to have committed. Following those findings, the court may make a community supervision order 
or a custody order or may, in certain limited circumstances, order unconditional release. This will open the disposition 
options available to the courts for unfit accused persons for the first time, providing an intermediate step between 
unconditional release and a custody order, in the form of a community supervision order. When the court makes 
a custody order, which will only be available when the statutory penalty for the offence is or includes imprisonment, 
it must set a limiting term on that order, being the best estimate of the sentence that the court would have considered 
appropriate in all the circumstances if it had been sentencing the person. That limiting term will be the maximum 
period an accused can be held in custody under the original order. Following the making of a custody order, the 
court’s ongoing involvement will end, and the accused will become a supervised person under the management of 
the new Mental Impairment Review Tribunal. 
The Mental Impairment Review Tribunal will be, at least transitionally, a continuation of the existing Mentally Impaired 
Accused Review Board, with significant enhancements. It will be presided over by a retired judge of the Supreme or 
District Court, and the tribunal will have a specialist membership of experts including psychiatrists and psychologists; 
community members with knowledge and understanding of relevant issues including the criminal justice system, 
Aboriginal cultural considerations, victim’s interests, and forensic mental health and disability; and members 
from the Department of Communities disability and the Department of Justice corrective services divisions. This 
mix of members ensures the tribunal will be well placed to manage supervised persons, both in custody and in 
the community. 
The tribunal will be responsible for the day-to-day administration and management of custody, leave of absence and 
community supervision orders. That means the tribunal could impose and vary conditions on community supervision 
orders, which could be completely tailored to an individual’s requirements. The tribunal will also have the power 
to grant leaves of absence to supervised persons in custody on such conditions and for such periods as it thinks fit, 
although never longer than the custody order itself. Conditions placed on leave of absence orders could be similarly 
tailored to the individual. The tribunal will be guided in all its decisions by the overriding consideration of community 
protection. To that end, it will be a statutory condition of all community supervision and leave of absence orders 
that the person be under the supervision of a supervising officer, including complying with the lawful directions 
of that officer. 
Extensive procedural fairness provisions have been built into the bill. All supervision orders will be subject to 
annual review; however, a supervised person could also apply to the tribunal for a review at any time. The tribunal 
must provide reasons for its decisions, and those decisions will be open to internal review by the president and on 
an appeal to the Supreme Court. Supervised persons will have a right to appear before the tribunal and may be 
accompanied by a representative and a legal practitioner. 
I want to assure the house that the government remains committed to ensuring the safety of the community. The 
paramount consideration for any person performing a function under the bill is the protection of the community, 
including when a person is a member of a court or tribunal. As a safeguard, the bill will provide for extended orders 
to be made in certain limited circumstances, when there is an unacceptable risk that a supervised person will commit 
a serious offence if not subject to an extended custody order. Extended custody orders can be made only by the 
Supreme Court on application by the minister and will be subject to annual review by that court. Extended community 
supervision orders will also be available, again made by the Supreme Court. 
Approximately 50 people are currently, under the CLMIA act, subject to indefinite custody orders. This bill contains 
transitional provisions that will require these people to be brought before the court for a limiting term to be placed 
on their custody order as soon as practicable after the commencement of the new act. This will ensure that none 
of the existing “mentally impaired accused”—as they are currently known—slip through the cracks and remain 
subject to indefinite orders. 
A significant amount of work will be required across government to prepare to implement the reforms provided by 
the bill. The Department of Justice has been coordinating this work in collaboration with impacted agencies in parallel 
to the drafting of the bill. Although implementation planning is well progressed, adequate time is required between 
the passage and commencement of the bill to allow for a number of matters, including the establishment of the new 
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Mental Impairment Review Tribunal and preparation for its commencement as a new body; establishment of new 
court hearing types for special proceedings and transitional limiting term matters; expansion of the Mental Health 
Advocacy Service’s functions; and the drafting of subsidiary legislation to support the new framework. 
The Department of Justice and impacted agencies must also put in place new and updated administrative arrangements 
such as policies, procedures, information sharing and notification processes. Information and communications 
technology changes must be put in place, as well as the recruitment and training of staff. At this stage, it is anticipated 
that this implementation work will take approximately 12 months and, therefore, the new bill will commence 
approximately 12 months after it has been passed by Parliament. 
I will close with a few final remarks. Firstly, it is important to note that we do not know how many people will come 
within the framework of this bill in the future and the reason for that is there is a longstanding practice of people 
who would likely be found unfit to stand trial choosing instead to go through the justice system without raising the 
question of their fitness for fear of coming under the CLMIA act and never being released. Many vulnerable people 
would rather cop a finite sentence of a few years’ duration than risk being found unfit to stand trial. Of course, this 
means that many people with mental impairment are not identified in their contact with the justice system, do not 
get the appropriate treatment and care to address either their needs or their offending behaviours, and may leave 
custody in a worse position than when they entered. This serves no-one—not the person, nor the community. It is 
critical that people with mental impairment who are found to have committed offences are appropriately managed 
in the justice system. 
I urge members to take a good look at this bill. This speech has only scratched the surface of what the bill 
proposes, linked to the commitments taken to the 2017 state election. Aside from these key features, the bill includes 
extensive objects and principles, provides a legislated right to access the Mental Health Advocacy Service for all 
unfit accused and supervised persons regardless of their place of custody, enshrines victims’ rights to be notified 
of proceedings and make victim impact statements and submissions to the court and the tribunal, and will provide 
for interstate transfers with participating jurisdictions. None of these matters have previously been addressed in 
the CLMIA act.  
In addition to these improvements, the bill will update pejorative terminology across the statute book. Members 
will note my use of the terms “unfit accused” and “supervised person” throughout this speech and see that these 
terms are also used in the bill to replace the previous descriptor “mentally impaired accused”. Similarly, the phrase 
“acquittal on the basis of unsoundness of mind” will be replaced with “acquittal on the basis of mental impairment”. 
These are small but significant improvements to the language used in the justice system to describe people with 
mental impairment. 
Finally, President, I note that the CLMIA act has been in operation for more than 25 years without significant 
amendment. It has operated under successive governments of both persuasions and has been subject to justifiable 
criticism since it began operation. The intersection of mental impairment and the criminal justice system is complex 
and difficult, requiring a careful balancing between protecting the community and protecting a vulnerable cohort 
of people, and the challenges inherent in this area have stymied numerous attempts at reform by governments past. 
Fixing this ongoing injustice is imperative; it is urgent, and it is not a partisan issue. 
Pursuant to standing order 126(1), I advise that this bill is not a uniform legislation bill. It does not ratify or give effect 
to a bilateral or multilateral intergovernmental agreement to which the government of the state is a party, nor does 
this bill, by reason of its subject matter, introduce a uniform scheme or uniform laws throughout the commonwealth. 
I commend the bill to the house and table the explanatory memorandum. 
[See paper 2036.] 
Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 

SEXISM — LANGUAGE AND ATTITUDES 
Statement 

HON SOPHIA MOERMOND (South West) [9.16 pm]: Last week, sexism came up quite a few times in this 
chamber. I have certainly experienced it in this role having been spoken over, ignored, lied to, excluded and 
almost invisible in my office, and also having threats of blackmail made against me and having to pay for lawyers 
because of it. It has been quite the ride I have to say. I do not doubt that other women in this place have experienced 
similar things. When friends come to visit me from the Netherlands, they notice that women rate less here. It 
surprises them as they think of Australia as quite progressive. What of course is interesting, too, is that when 
we as women speak about it and use language to describe our experiences, men get very, very upset. Apparently 
the term “mansplaining” is offensive. Who knew? How dare women have words to describe a common experience! 
Members should hear some of the words men use to describe us and how those words can become part of the 
common vernacular very quickly. “Karen” is one of those words. It really is just another word that means witch 
or bitch. All women who now speak up about poor service can expect to be called a Karen, no matter how valid 
their point is. 
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As women, we often do get poorer service that can be hard to quantify, but has now been shown with research in 
particular on how women with pain are treated versus how men with pain are treated. A case in point is when both 
an ex-partner and I had sciatica. I saw a doctor who advised me to take some Panadol and rest. My partner saw the 
same doctor and was offered anti-inflammatories, analgesics and an MRI for further investigation. This happened 
within a two-week period after my diagnosis. His pain was taken seriously and mine was not. 
This pattern of not being listened to has persisted not only medically, but also in other areas. When I went to buy 
a car recently, I asked three times to see the black one over there. I was shown similar cars but not the one I wanted 
to see. It was in a different part of the yard, so apparently it was inaccessible. No specific explanation was given. 
I left after I asked the third time because there was absolutely no point continuing the conversation. These things 
happen to women all the time. 
When a woman here points out when she is being mansplained to, I believe her. It takes a while for us to catch on 
when it happens, but once we see it, we cannot unsee it. Although men may not understand the strong response they 
receive in return, they should know that their comment is one of many comments. Their comment does not come 
to us on a clean slate; it accumulates with additions on a daily basis. 
Many men are entirely unaware that what they call mainstream culture is more aptly described as “male stream” 
culture. As women, we have our own culture, our own language and the common experiences of being seen as lesser, 
dumber and, more offensively, commodities that can be sold and exploited for our sexual and reproductive functions. 
Whilst our commodification is the norm in this society, we will never get to a stage of equality. It has struck 
me as odd for a while that we can linguistically obfuscate the hunt on innocent women as witch-hunts, distancing 
ourselves from the fact that these women were normal women, not guilty of any crime, yet persecuted for being 
born female. It is so much more palatable to dismiss those women as witches when, in reality, we are talking about 
the “women hunts”. 
When women describe their experiences, I believe them. 

CANNABIS — RESEARCH 
Statement 

HON DR BRIAN WALKER (East Metropolitan) [9.21 pm]: My contribution is shorter, and I hope lighter as 
well. I seek a moment of the house’s time. Yesterday marked the beginning of Medical Cannabis Awareness Week. 
It would be remiss of me not to bring that to members’ attention. In a preamble to one of the questions I asked last 
week, more research was published that impacted the potential of cannabis in the last 12 months than in any 
previous year. There were 4 370 peer-reviewed papers across a vast range of topics, many of them medical in nature, 
including anxiety, dementia, epilepsy, vaping and, yes, much of it shocking as well, including the reference last 
week to the element of sex. There are clearly some things normal people would rather be doing at this hour. Listening 
to me is not one of them, so I will keep it very short. 
We are busy people, and ministers doubly so. Rather than expecting me to do the work that I could do, I have here 
those 4 370 peer-reviewed references. For the benefit of members, the hyperlinks will be included, taking them 
straight to any one of the papers in question. I hope they will enlighten people. I hope they will give them some fun. 
It will certainly ease my work. President, I seek leave to table the paper. 
[Leave granted. See paper 2037.] 

House adjourned at 9.22 pm 
__________ 
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE 

Questions and answers are as supplied to Hansard. 

PRISONS — STAFF 

1094. Hon Peter Collier to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Corrective Services: 
(1) What is the current allocated staffing number for each of Western Australia’s prisons? 
(2) What is the current actual staffing number for each of Western Australia’s prisons? 

Hon Matthew Swinbourn replied: 
(1)–(2) 

Prison Rostered staff on 
Tuesday, 15 

November 2022 

Staff absent due to 
personal leave or 

COVID-19 leave on 
Tuesday, 

15 November 2022 

Prison officer 
overtime shifts on 

Tuesday, 
15 November 2022 

Total staff 
attending work on 

Tuesday, 
15 November 2022 

Albany 101 12 4 93 

Bandyup 91 11 9 89 

Boronia 30 1 1 30 

Broome 37 7 6 36 

Bunbury 71 10 9 70 

Casuarina 252 24 33 261 

EGRP 95 1 9 103 

Greenough 80 8 9 81 

Hakea 244 16 32 260 

Karnet 81 4 3 80 

Melaleuca 67 3 5 69 

Pardelup 28 1 2 29 

Roebourne 44 5 5 44 

Wandoo 29 4 6 31 

WKRP 66 6 7 67 

Wooroloo 70 6 5 69 

Note: Acacia Prison is privately managed by Serco. 
PERTH CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL — INDEPENDENT INQUIRY 

1128. Hon Steve Martin to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Health: 
I refer to the independent inquiry into Perth Children’s Hospital tabled on 9 November 2021, and I ask: 
(a) will the Minister please provide the status of each of the 30 recommendations from the inquiry; and 
(b) can the Minister provide the timeline or priority order for the implementation of those recommendations 

still outstanding? 

Hon Sue Ellery replied: 
(a)–(b) As of 16 January 2023, the Child and Adolescent Health Service (CAHS) have completed 

17 recommendations, a further 9 are due for completion this year. Several recommendations are long-term 
commitments that will continue to be embedded into the health system, and as such will remain ongoing. 
All outstanding recommendations are being implemented as a priority. 

__________ 
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